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This thesis presents a computational study of a fundamental open conjecture in geometric group
theory using an intricate combination of Boolean Satisfiability and orderly generation. In particular,
we focus on Gromov’s subgroup conjecture (GSC), which states that “each one-ended hyperbolic
group contains a subgroup isomorphic to the fundamental group of a closed surface of genus at
least 2”. Several classes of groups have been shown to satisfy GSC, but the status of non-right-
angled groups with regard to GSC is presently unknown, and may provide counterexamples to the
conjecture. With this in mind Kangaslampi and Vdovina constructed 23 such groups utilizing the
theory of hyperbolic buildings [International Journal of Algebra and Computation, vol. 20, no. 4,
pp. 591–603, 2010], and ran an exhaustive computational analysis of surface subgroups of genus 2
arising from so-called periodic apartments [Experimental Mathematics, vol. 26, no. 1, pp. 54–61,
2017]. While they were able to rule out 5 of the 23 groups as potential counterexamples to GSC, they
reported that their computational approach does not scale to genera higher than 2. We extend the
work of Kangaslampi and Vdovina by developing two new approaches to analyzing the subgroups
arising from periodic apartments in the 23 groups utilizing different combinations of SAT solving
and orderly generation. We develop novel SAT encodings and a specialized orderly algorithm for
the approaches, and perform an exhaustive analysis (over the 23 groups) of the genus 3 subgroups
arising from periodic apartments. With the aid of massively parallel computation we also exhaust
the case of genus 4. As a result we rule out 4 additional groups as counterexamples to GSC leaving
14 of the 23 groups for further inspection. In addition to this our approach provides an independent
verification of the genus 2 results reported by Kangaslampi and Vdovina.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Computational methods, such as automated reasoning and combinatorial generation,
have proven effective as means to provide insight into many fundamental open mathemat-
ical conjectures and questions. Automated reasoning and combinatorial generation have
been used to settle (prove or disprove) and verify various conjectures [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] as
well as provide new insight into mathematical questions [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] and construct
examples of certain mathematical objects [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. In this thesis
we utilize a combination of two methods from these categories—namely Boolean satisfi-
ability [21] and orderly generation [22]—to investigate a fundamental unsolved problem
in geometric group theory [23, 24] related to hyperbolic groups.
The notion of hyperbolic groups stems from the work of Gromov, who in his essay
from 1987 outlines the concept [25]. A great deal of research has been done on hyperbolic
groups since, and a number of significant properties of hyperbolic groups have been
discovered [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34]. In fact, most finitely generated groups
are hyperbolic, since it has been shown to be highly likely that a randomly constructed
finitely generated group is hyperbolic [25, 35]. In addition to the ubiquity of hyperbolic
groups they have been proven to have important computational properties: their word,
conjugacy and isomorphism problems are decidable [36, 37], unlike the corresponding
problems of groups in general.
Hyperbolic groups can be constructed by different methods one of which is the theory
of buildings. Buildings are mathematical constructions of geometric and combinatorial
nature first defined by Jacques Tits to aid in the study of algebraic groups [38, 39, 40].
Intuitively, buildings are geometric realizations of groups yielding insight into groups
through their geometric properties. The study of buildings has helped mathematicians
both gain insight into the structure of certain groups as well as define entirely new groups,
e.g., the twisted Chevalley group of type 3D4 [41]. Originally research on buildings
focused mostly on so-called spherical and Euclidean buildings that exhibit spherical and
Euclidean geometries, respectively. Hyperbolic buildings, however, have not been studied
as extensively, although interest in them has risen in recent years [42, 43, 44, 45, 46].
The problem we tackle in this thesis is the Gromov subgroup conjecture (GSC) which
states that “every one-ended hyperbolic group contains a subgroup isomorphic to the fun-
damental group of a surface of genus at least 2 ”. GSC has received a fair amount of
attention in terms of classical mathematical treatment [47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55]
as well as recently from a computational angle [56]. The conjecture has been estab-
lished to hold for various hyperbolic groups [50, 48, 47, 53, 49], and it is even known
that a randomly chosen one-ended hyperbolic group almost always contains a surface
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subgroup [54].
A class of groups for which GSC remains open consists of so-called non-right-angled
hyperbolic groups, which hence may still provide counterexamples disproving GSC. Non-
right-angled hyperbolic groups have, in fact, been constructed and studied with GSC
in mind. In [57] Kangaslampi and Vdovina constructed 23 non-right-angled hyperbolic
groups through the use of hyperbolic buildings.
In [58] Vdovina outlines the polygonal construction method for the construction of
hyperbolic buildings, which is based on the work of Ballman and Brin [59, 60] as well as
Gaboriau and Paulin [61]. The polygonal construction method allows for the construction
of hyperbolic buildings as universal covers of finite polyhedra. Following this work,
Kangaslampi, Vdovina, and Carbone constructed and classified examples of hyperbolic
buildings using the polygonal construction method. In [57] Kangaslampi and Vdovina
classify the torsion-free groups acting simply transitively on the corresponding buildings,
and in [62] Carbone, Kangaslampi and Vdovina classify the corresponding torsion groups.
Motivated by Gromov’s subgroup conjecture, Kangaslampi and Vdovina continued
investigating the 23 torsion-free groups constructed in [57]. They used computational
methods to check whether the 23 groups contain surface subgroups of genus 2 arising
from so-called periodic apartments [56]. They first show how the existence of periodic
apartments, and thus surface subgroups, reduces to a graph search problem, specifically
to the existence of bipartite, 3-regular, connected graphs that decompose into 8-cycles
and admit a specialized “coloring” by the representation of the group.
The size of these graphs is dictated by the parameter genus, which we denote by
g. Using depth-first search, Kangaslampi and Vdovina exhaustively analyze the g = 2
case and discover periodic apartments in five of the 23 groups thus ruling them out as
possible counterexamples to GSC. They also report that their procedure does not scale
to g = 3 due to the sheer number of graphs that should be considered. While for g = 2
there are 773 bipartite, 3-regular, connected multigraphs, already for g = 3 the number
is ≈ 13 · 109.
In this thesis we continue on the work of Kangaslampi and Vdovina by developing
novel approaches to the graph search problem utilizing different combinations of Boolean
satisfiability and orderly generation which enables scaling the results to higher genera.
Boolean satisfiability [21] refers to the satisfiability problem of propositional logic, i.e.,
the problem of determining whether there exists a truth assignment satisfying the input
propositional formula φ. This problem—often referred to as the SAT problem—is an
archetypal NP-complete problem [63]. Essentially Boolean satisfiability is a constraint
satisfaction problem: propositional logic is the language in which the constraints are
expressed with the search space being the set of truth assignments.
Although the study of Boolean satisfiability was originally of theoretical interest it
has expanded into the practical domain due to the development of efficient algorithms.
Specifically, the SAT problem is well suited for use in the so-called model & solve paradigm
of declarative programming. There are numerous other NP-complete problems besides
SAT, but it is the astounding performance of modern SAT solvers [64] and the flexibil-
ity of modelling with propositional logic [65, 66, 67, 68, 69] which have resulted in its
widespread use. SAT solving has, in fact, been succesfully applied to settle various types
of mathematical conjectures [7, 13, 14, 1, 2, 15, 8, 3, 4, 5, 16].
Besides SAT we employ orderly generation [22, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74] which is a highly
versatile approach used for the generation of isomorph-free collections of combinatorial
objects such as graphs. The efficiency of orderly generation stems from the fact that
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Figure 1.1: Overviews of the approaches taken in this thesis: part (a) of the diagram
depicts the workflow of the direct approach whereas part (b) depicts the workflow of the
orderly approach.
generating the objects in a specific order and rejecting non-canonical ones at an early
stage allows for avoiding the explicit canonization of the resulting connection. Orderly
generation has been succesfully applied to generate a large variety of combinatorial objects
many of which have been used to study various conjectures [17, 18, 9, 6, 10, 11, 12, 71,
73, 19, 70, 72, 20, 74, 75].
To find the genera 3 and 4 periodic apartments and the corresponding surface sub-
groups in the 23 groups constructed in [57] we modularize the graph search problem
arising from [56] into three subproblems which we solve using Boolean satisfiability and
orderly generation. Particularly, we decompose the search problem into
(i) generating connected, bipartite, and 3-regular graphs of specific size,
(ii) for each of the graphs from (i), determining whether the graph admits a directed
decomposition into a set of cycles of length 8, and if it does, enumerating all of such
cyclesets, and
(iii) for each of the graphs admitting a cycleset decomposition from (ii), checking
whether the graph oriented by its cyclesets admits a specific type of a labeling.
We develop two different approaches, the so-called direct and orderly approaches, for
solving (i)–(iii) in various combinations of SAT and orderly generation as illustrated in
Figure 1.1.
The direct approach consists of employing an off-the-shelf orderly generation tool
called Multigraph [76] to solve part (i), and utilizing SAT for parts (ii) and (iii). For
part (ii) we develop a SAT encoding representing valid cycleset decompositions of graphs
from (i), which allows for the enumeration of the cycleset decompositions of each graph.
For part (iii) we develop a SAT encoding modeling a valid labeling of a graph from (ii)
by a group from [57], which allows for checking the existence of such a labeling.
The orderly approach depicted in Figure 1.1b first generates directly the graphs that
admit a cycleset decomposition after which their cycleset decompositions are enumer-
ated. We essentially solve (i) and (ii) by developing a specialized orderly algorithm. The
remainder of the orderly approach is the same as the direct approach, namely checking
each generated graph for a valid labeling by each of the 23 groups [57].
Using this combination of Boolean satisfiability and orderly generation we are able to
exhaustively treat the genus 3 case as well as the genus 4 case with the aid of massive
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parallelization. As a result we rule out further 4 groups from the remaining set of possible
counterexamples to GSC thus leaving 14 groups out of the 23 for further inspection.
Our results also serve as an independent validation of the results presented in [56] for
g = 2. The results of this thesis have been published in the Proceedings of LPAR-
23: 23rd International Conference on Logic for Programming, Artificial Intelligence and
Reasoning [77].
Rest of this thesis is organized as follows. We begin in Chapter 2 by explaining how
the graph search problem arises from the geometric setting, and formalizing the problem
decomposition. In the latter part of Chapter 2 we present several useful properties of the
graphs that aid in developing efficient SAT encodings and an efficient orderly algorithm.
In Chapter 3 we formulate two SAT encodings after an overview of propositional logic and
SAT solving. We formulate one encoding for the extraction of cycleset decompositions
of graphs and another for checking a graph for a valid labeling using groups from [57].
Chapter 4 focuses on orderly generation, beginning with a quick overview after which we
develop a specialized algorithm for the generation of graphs along with their admissible
cycleset decompositions. In Chapter 5 we detail the experimental setup and results
achieved, and discuss both performance and correctness of the results. Chapter 6 then
concludes the thesis and considers several possibilities for future work and connections to
other problems. Appendix A provides the representations of groups constructed in [56],
and Appendix B lists example graphs for each of the groups we rule out as possible
counterexamples to GSC.
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Chapter 2
Finding Surface Subgroups via
Graph Search
In the first half of this chapter we formalize the problem of finding surface subgroups
arising from periodic apartments in the 23 groups constructed in [57] via its reduction to
a graph search problem. In the second half we prove many structural properties of the
graphs that are useful in optimizing the search. We begin with necessary graph-theoretical
definitions.
A graph is a pair (V,E) where V is a set of nodes and E a multiset of edges {v, w}
with v, w ∈ V . Note that it is crucial for all edges to be identifiable in the encodings
we develop in Chapter 3, i.e., the encodings need to be able to tell even parallel edges
apart. For the simplicity of presentation we use the multiset definition of a graph and
make note of cases when we need to be able to identify parallel edges from each other.
A graph G = (V,E) is simple if E contains at most one copy of each element whereas
G is non-simple otherwise. Note that our definition of a graph encompasses both simple
and non-simple graphs. The cardinalities of V and E are called the order and size of G,
respectively. A subgraph of G = (V,E) is a graph G′ = (V ′, E ′) for which V ′ ⊆ V and
E ′ ⊆ E. Nodes v, w ∈ V are said to be adjacent if there exists an edge e ∈ E containing
both, and in this case node v and w are said to be incident to e. The degree of a node
v ∈ V is the number of edges e ∈ E containing v. A graph is k-regular if all its nodes
have degree k for some k ∈ N. Graph G = (V,E) is disconnected if its node set V can
be partitioned into two sets such that there is no edge between the sets, i.e., if there
are V1, V2 ⊆ V such that V1 ∪ V2 = V , V1 ∩ V2 = ∅ and for all e = {v, u} ∈ E either
v, u ∈ V1 or v, u ∈ V2. A graph is connected if it is not disconnected. Graph G = (V,E)
is k-colorable if each of its nodes can be assigned one of k colors in such a way that no
edge e ∈ E joins two nodes of the same color. A 2-colorable graph is also referred to as
being bipartite.
2.1 Setting Up the Graph Search Problem
We begin the setup of the problem focused on in this thesis by considering the 23 hy-
perbolic groups identified and studied by Kangaslampi and Vdovina [57], i.e., the groups
whose surface subgroups we are interested in. Following the notation of [57] we de-
note the 23 groups by T1, . . . , T23. Each of the 23 groups is finitely represented using 15
generators x1, . . . , x15 and 15 relations of length 3 represented using triplets of the form
(xi, xj, xk), with the meaning xixjxk = 1. Note that relations are equivalent to all its
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Table 2.1: The relations xixjxk = 1 of groups T15, T16, T17, and T18, represented as
triplets (xi, xj, xk) where the generators are x1, . . . , x15.
T15 T16 T17 T18
(x1, x15, x1) (x1, x15, x1) (x1, x15, x1) (x1, x15, x1)
(x10, x2, x1) (x10, x2, x1) (x10, x2, x1) (x10, x2, x1)
(x11, x5, x2) (x11, x5, x2) (x11, x4, x2) (x11, x4, x2)
(x14, x4, x2) (x14, x3, x2) (x14, x6, x2) (x14, x3, x2)
(x3, x6, x3) (x8, x4, x3) (x3, x12, x3) (x9, x5, x3)
(x15, x12, x3) (x14, x9, x3) (x8, x5, x3) (x13, x7, x3)
(x7, x8, x4) (x6, x6, x4) (x8, x13, x4) (x8, x6, x4)
(x15, x13, x4) (x15, x13, x4) (x14, x14, x4) (x14, x8, x4)
(x8, x7, x5) (x7, x7, x5) (x9, x7, x5) (x6, x12, x5)
(x14, x9, x5) (x15, x12, x5) (x11, x9, x5) (x15, x13, x5)
(x9, x11, x6) (x14, x11, x6) (x7, x8, x6) (x7, x9, x6)
(x11, x13, x6) (x11, x13, x7) (x15, x12, x6) (x11, x10, x7)
(x10, x9, x7) (x9, x12, x8) (x10, x13, x7) (x14, x12, x8)
(x12, x12, x8) (x10, x9, x8) (x11, x10, x9) (x13, x11, x9)
(x13, x14, x10) (x13, x12, x10) (x15, x13, x12) (x15, x12, x10)
cyclic permutations which can be shown by straightforward algebraic manipulation. The
relation xixjxk = 1, for example, is equivalent to xjxkxi = 1 as well as xkxixj = 1. As
examples of these groups, the relations of T15, T16, T17 and T18 are listed in Table 2.1. A
complete listing of the representations of each of the 23 groups is provided in Appendix A.
Observe that the relations may contain multiple instances of the same generator. The
group T15, for example, contains the triplet (x1, x15, x1) which has two occurrences of
generator x1.
These groups are examples of non-right-angled hyperbolic groups, a class of groups
for which Gromov’s subgroup conjecture remains open. In [56] Kangaslampi and Vdov-
ina presented a computational study of these 23 groups they constructed earlier [57].
Specifically, they showed in [56] that the question of whether a particular one of these
groups contains a surface subgroup, i.e., a subgroup isomorphic to the fundamental group
of a closed surface, arising from so-called periodic apartments is equivalent to determining
whether a specific type of a graph (with a non-trivial combination of properties) exists.
In other words, the existence of a periodic apartment implies the existence of a surface
subgroup, which in turn implies that the particular group in question is provably not a
counterexample to Gromov’s subgroup conjecture.
Particularly, the graphs whose existence implies the existence of a periodic apartment
have the following properties.
(i) The graphs are bipartite, connected and 3-regular, and their order and size depend
on the parameter g (genus).
(ii) The graphs admit a directed decomposition into cycles of length 8.
(iii) The graphs admit a simultaneous labeling of vertices and edges by the representa-
tion of the group in question subject to specific constraints.
In the following we formulate three parameterized sets of graphs base(g), cycles(g) and
labels(Ti, g) corresponding to (i), (ii) and (iii), respectively. Before diving into the details
6
Figure 2.1: Tesselation with hyperbolic triangles whose angles are pi
4
.
and elaborating the constraints formally, we briefly explain how these constraints arise
from the problem of finding a periodic apartment in one of the 23 groups {T1, . . . , T23}.
For a complete description of how exactly the constraints for the graphs arise we refer
the reader to [56].
Let g > 1 be a fixed natural number and Ti one of the 23 groups. Each relation
(xj, xk, xl) of Ti determines an oriented triangle whose edges are labeled with xj, xk and
xl. A periodic apartment of genus g is then a surface of genus g (“donut with g holes”)
constructed from these triangles in a way that the labels and orientations match. The
graph we wish to find is the dual graph of this triangulation, i.e., a graph whose nodes
represent the triangles with an edge between two nodes if the respective triangles share
an edge, see Figure 2.1 for an illustration.
Observe that the graphs must be 3-regular since they represent a triangulation, and
bipartite because every other triangle must have “opposite” orientation. If all triangles
had the same orientation their edges could not be matched to build the surface. Now
the triangles we consider here are assumed to be hyperbolic with all angles pi
4
. From
this it then follows that exactly 8 triangles intersect at every corner. The number of
nodes and edges can be deduced to be 16(g − 1) and 24(g − 1) using Euler’s formula
V − E + F = 2 − 2g as follows [56]. We can consider the surface to be tesselated by
regular octagons due to the triangles having angles pi
4
(See Figure 2.1). Now each vertex
meets 3 octagons whereas each edge meets 2. Denoting the number of octagons by F we
thus deduce that V = 8F
3
and E = 8F
2
= 4F which combined with Euler’s formula yields
F = 6(g − 1). The number of 8-cycles is thus 6(g − 1) whereas the order and size of the
dual graph are 16(g − 1) and 24(g − 1), respectively.
Definition 1. Let G = (V,E) be a graph and g > 1 be a natural number. Then G ∈
base(g) if |V | = 16(g − 1), |E| = 24(g − 1), and G is connected, bipartite, and 3-regular.
Observe that, due to 3-regularity and connectedness of graphs in base(g), two nodes
can have at most two edges between them. These pairs of parallel edges are called double
edges.
Next we consider the graphs in G = (V,E) ∈ base(g) which admit a cycleset. Let
directed(E) = {(v1, v2), (v2, v1) | {v1, v2} ∈ E} denote the decomposition of E into
directed edges. A cycleset for G = (V,E) ∈ base(g) is a set of 6(g − 1) cycles of
length 8 in directed(E) covering the directed decomposition1. Observe that each di-
1We follow the notation in [56] and refer to these structures as cycles instead of walks.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.2: Two invalid ways of routing 8-cycles are shown in (a) and (c). Subfigures (b)
and (d), on the other hand, show two valid ways of routing 8-cycles.
Figure 2.3: The 2 possible orientations of a node.
rected edge is covered exactly once by the decomposition: The number of directed
edges |directed(E)| = 2|E| = 48(g − 1) equals exactly the number of edges required
8 · 6(g − 1) = 48(g − 1). This implies that each undirected edge is traversed twice (once
in each direction).
Formally, an 8-cycle in G is a sequence (e0, . . . , e7), where for each i ∈ {0, . . . , 7},
ei ∈ directed(E) and for the end-points of consecutive edges ei = (v′, v) and e(i+1) mod 8 =
(v, v′′) it holds that v′ 6= v′′ if ei and e(i+1) mod 8 originate from the same undirected edge.
Special care needs to be taken with this definition in the case of non-simple graphs as
noted in [56]. The definition forbids an 8-cycle from “doubling back”, i.e., the 8-cycle
cannot contain edges e = (a, b) and e′ = (b, a) in subsequent positions if e and e′ arise
from the same undirected edge. If the directed edges e and e′, however, correspond to
different undirected edges we may have an 8-cycle containing e and e′ at consecutive
positions, see Figure 2.2 for an illustration.
Definition 2. Let G = (V,E) be a graph such that G ∈ base(g) for some g > 1. Then
G ∈ cycles(g) if G contains a cycleset, i.e., a set of 6(g − 1) 8-cycles, where each edge in
directed(E) is traversed exactly once.
There may be several cyclesets for G ∈ cycles(g); we denote by cyclesets(G) the set of
all cyclesets of G. Hence cyclesets(G) = ∅ implies G 6∈ cycles(g) and vice versa. Observe
that a cycleset covers all the edges in G, and this allows one to uniquely order the incident
edges of each node. There are exactly two ways in which the cycles can pass through a
node (see Figure 2.3), and hence each node has an orientation determined by the cycles
passing through it. Let edges(v) be the set of edges incident to vertex v for each v ∈ V .
The orientation of a node v is represented using an order function Ov mapping each
e ∈ edges(v) to its successor. For instance, in the topmost case in Figure 2.3 the order
function Ov is defined as Ov(e1) = e3, Ov(e2) = e1, and Ov(e3) = e2.
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Table 2.2: A cycleset of graph G27.
1 3 2 1 4 5 6 7
2 14 15 12 16 17 14 3
4 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
5 13 15 17 18 19 10 20
6 20 9 21 22 23 21 8
11 19 24 22 23 24 18 16
Figure 2.4: Graph G27
Example 1. Consider the graph G27 shown in Figure 2.4. Observe that G
2
7 is a non-
simple graph with two double edges. Now, G27 ∈ base(2), i.e., G27 is bipartite, connected,
3-regular and has 16 nodes and 24 edges. The nodes of the graph are colored black/white
to indicate bipartiteness.
Furthermore, G27 ∈ cycles(2), i.e., cyclesets(G27) 6= ∅. One of the cyclesets of G27 is
listed in Table 2.2 (using the names of undirected edges to avoid obscuring the figure
too much). Each node is passed through exactly three times by the cycles (in the case
of double edges the node is passed twice by the same cycle and once by another). Each
undirected edge is traversed twice (once in each direction). The orientations arising from
the cycleset in Table 2.2 are denoted using arrows around the nodes in Figure 2.4.
We are now ready to define the graphs that represent periodic apartments of the
hyperbolic building corresponding to some group Ti. Recall that the nodes of any such
graph represent triangles whose sides have labels xi and edges between nodes represent
the adjacency of the triangles. To represent the action of group Ti on the apartment, we
need to define conditions for a valid labeling for G ∈ cycles(g), which corresponds to a
labeling of the sides of the triangles.
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Definition 3. Let G = (V,E) ∈ cycles(g) for some g > 1. A labeling of G using group
Ti, denoted by (Lv, Le), consists of two functions:
• Lv mapping v ∈ V to relations (xi, xj, xk) of Ti, and
• Le mapping e ∈ E to generators xi of Ti,
in a way that the label of node v matches the labels of e ∈ edges(v), i.e., for all v ∈ V it
holds that if Lv(v) = (xi, xj, xk), then {Le(e) | e ∈ edges(v)} = {xi, xj, xk}.
The acceptability of a labeling depends on the orientations of the nodes of G. The
orientations are determined by the cyclesets of G ∈ cycles(G) together with a chosen 2-
coloring (due to bipartiteness). We assume here a fixed 2-coloring of G using colors black
and white. Intuitively, the labeling of a white node has to match the orientation of the
node, and the labeling of a black node has to match the inverted orientation of the node.
Furthermore, two adjacent nodes in G cannot be labeled with the same triplet unless (1)
the triplet contains two occurrences of the same generator, (2) the connecting edge is
labeled with the duplicated generator, and (3) the index of the generator in the triplet is
different for both nodes. For a detailed discussion on how exactly these constraints arise,
we refer the reader to [56]. For an intuition of the conditions (1)–(3), recall that the
triangles tesselating the “surface with g holes” are oriented and have their sides labeled
with elements xi (generators of Ti), and the sides of two adjacent triangles that overlap
must have the same label. Additionally, due to the nature of the group action, two
triangles of the same type (i.e., labelled using the same triplet of Ti) cannot share the
same side. This means that two triangles of the same type with three different labels xi,
xj and xk cannot be adjacent. Two triangles of the same type, however, can be adjacent
if their labels are xi, xi and xj, since then they may be attached from different sides
which have the same label, see Figure 2.5.
Definition 4. Let G = (V,E) ∈ cycles(g) for some g > 1 and W ∈ cyclesets(G). A
labeling (Lv, Le) of G using Ti respects the orientation induced by W if the following
conditions hold for each v ∈ V with edges(v) = {e1, e2, e3} and orientation Ov(e1) = e2,
Ov(e2) = e3, Ov(e3) = e1 in W .
(i) Lv(v) = (Le(e1), Le(e2), Le(e3)) if v is white.
(ii) Lv(v) = (Le(e3), Le(e2), Le(e1)) if v is black.
(iii) For each e = {v, w} ∈ E, if Lv(v) = Lv(w), then this label (triplet) has two
occurrences of the same generator xi, Le(e) = xi, and the orientations of v and w
are such that e has different position (index) in Lv(v) and Lv(w).
Given W ∈ cyclesets(G), a labeling using Ti is valid with respect to W if it satisfies
conditions (i)–(iii) of Definition 4, and otherwise invalid.
Example 2. Figure 2.6 illustrates examples of valid and invalid labelings. In (a)–(c),
valid labelings in the neighborhood of a white node, a black node, and for two adjacent
nodes which are assigned the same triple, respectively, are illustrated. Invalid labels are
illustrated in (d)–(f). In (d) the labels of the edges do not match the triple; in (e) the
labels match the triplet but in the wrong order; and (f) illustrates how a labeling of two
adjacent nodes which are assigned the same triplet may fail. Here the generators x1 in
bold in (c) and (f) denote the elements of the triplets corresponding to the label of the
connecting edge.
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Figure 2.5: Invalid (left) and valid (right) adjacent triangles.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 2.6: Examples of valid labelings in (a)–(c) and invalid labelings (d)–(f), see Ex-
ample 2.
Finally, we define the set of graphs that admit a valid labeling.
Definition 5. Let G = (V,E) be a graph such that G ∈ cycles(g) for some g > 1, and let
Ti be one of the 23 groups constructed in [57]. We say that G ∈ labels(Ti, g), if for some
set W ∈ cyclesets(G) there exists a valid labeling (Lv, Le) of G using Ti with respect to
W .
Observe that labels(Ti, g) ⊆ cycles(g) ⊆ base(g) for all g > 1 and Ti such that i ∈
{1, . . . , 23}. The existence of a graph G ∈ labels(Ti, g) is connected to the existence of
surface subgroups in Ti as follows.
Theorem 1 ([56]). Let Ti be one of the 23 groups constructed in [57] and g > 1 a natural
number. If labels(Ti, g) 6= ∅, then there exists a periodic apartment in the hyperbolic
building corresponding to Ti that is invariant under the action of a genus g surface.
The existence of a periodic apartment in the hyperbolic building implies the existence
of a surface subgroup of genus g. Hence, if labels(Ti, g) 6= ∅, then Gromov’s subgroup
conjecture holds for Ti. It is not known, however, whether the existence of a surface
subgroup of genus g implies the existence of a periodic apartment.
Corollary 1. Let Ti and g be as defined in Theorem 1. If labels(Ti, g) 6= ∅, then there
exists a subgroup in Ti isomorphic to the fundamental group of a genus g surface.
2.2 Properties of Graphs in the Search Space
In this section we prove many useful structural properties satisfied by graphs in cycles(g)
for g > 1. The properties we show arise mainly from the interaction between double
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Figure 2.7: Directed decomposition of a double edge.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.8: Unacceptable routing of cycles near double edges.
edges and 8-cycles. We also prove a connection between the cyclesets of G ∈ cycles(g)
and the orientations of nodes.
First we show that the existence of a cycleset in a graph G ∈ cycles(g) implies a low
upper bound on the number of double edges. To prove this we first demonstrate a result
already used in [56] that shows how 8-cycles can pass through double edges. Using this
observation we then demonstrate a correspondence between the numbers of cycles and
double edges yielding us a useful upper bound.
For any graph G = (V,E) and each e ∈ directed(E) we use e¯ to denote the opposite
directed edge originating from the same undirected edge in E. In other words if e =
(a, b) ∈ directed(E) then e¯ = (b, a), and the pair (e, e¯) is the result of splitting an
undirected edge e∗ = {a, b} ∈ E. In the following we refer to truncations of an 8-
cycle as a subwalk. The sequence (e3, e4, e5), for example, is a length-3 subwalk of the
8-cycle (e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7, e8).
Lemma 1 ([56]). Let g > 1 be a natural number, G = (V,E) ∈ cycles(g), W ∈
cyclesets(G) and w ∈ W a cycle passing through a double edge. Now w contains subwalk
(e3, e1, e2, e¯3) with e1, e2, e3 ∈ directed(E) arising from distinct undirected edges incident
to the same nodes.
Proof. Assume that G = (V,E) ∈ cycles(g) for some g > 1, v1, v2, u1, u2 ∈ V and
ei, e¯i ∈ directed(E) for i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} as depicted in Figure 2.7. Let w be the cycle in
W ∈ cyclesets(G) containing edge e3. The successor of e3 in w must be either e1 or e¯2
with both choices leading to a symmetrical situation. We assume that e1 follows e3 in w,
i.e., w contains subwalk (e3, e1). Now edge e1 in w must be followed by either e2 or e4,
with the first choice necessarily leading to w containing subwalk (e3, e1, e2, e¯3) and the
second choice leading to a contradiction as we will demonstrate next.
We now assume that w contains (e3, e1, e4). Since the cycles in W cover the entire
graph, we know that some cycle w′ ∈ W contains e¯3. The cycle w′ now contains either
(e¯4, e2, e¯3) or (e¯4, e¯1, e¯3). In the first case edges e¯1 and e¯2 would be left orphaned and
unable to participate in any 8-cycle as shown in Figure 2.8a. The second case, shown
in Figure 2.8b, would result in edges e2 and e¯2 being orphaned. This is a contradiction
since W was assumed to be a cycleset, which by definition covers the entire graph.
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Figure 2.9: An 8-cycle passing a double edge.
We then show that each 8-cycle may traverse at most one double edge.
Theorem 2. Let g > 1 be a natural number, G = (V,E) ∈ cycles(g), W ∈ cyclesets(G)
and w ∈ W a cycle. Now w contains at most one subwalk of the form (e3, e1, e2, e¯3) where
e1, e2 and e3 arise from distinct undirected edges.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that cycle w contains two subwalks of the form
(e3, e1, e2, e¯3) as stated in the theorem. We denote w = (e3, e1, e2, e¯3, e4, e5, e6, e7), see
Figure 2.9 for an illustration. Now cycle w must contain directed edges x and x¯ arising
from the same undirected edge and additionally x¯ must be the third edge following x in
w since the subwalk is of the form (x, ∗, ∗, x¯). Note first that x cannot be e3 or e¯3 since
each directed edge may be used only once. The possible pairs (x, x¯) are thus (e1, e4),
(e2, e5), (e4, e7), (e6, e1) and (e7, e2).
If (x, x¯) = (e1, e4) we would have that v1 = v3 and v2 = v4, which would imply that v1
and v2 have degree greater than 3. If (x, x¯) = (e2, e5), on the other hand, we would have
that v1 = v5 and v2 = v4 and again v2 would have degree at least 4. The cases (e6, e1)
and (e7, e2) are handled similarly.
The case (x, x¯) = (e4, e7), however, fails for an entirely different reason. Assuming
(x, x¯) = (e4, e7) we know, since the graph is 3-regular, that there is a third undirected
edge incident to v3 whose directed components we denote by a and a¯, see Figure 2.10.
Edges e3, e¯3, e4 and e¯4 = e7 cannot be a part of any other cycle. Now, since all edges are
used by the cycles, there must exist a cycle w′ ∈ W containing subwalk (a, a¯). But this
is a contradiction since no cycle may contain (e, e¯) for any e ∈ directed(E).
This yields the corollary that each double edge has to meet two distinct cycles.
Corollary 2. Each double edge is traversed by two distinct cycles.
Proof. Consider the directed decomposition of a double edge as depicted in Figure 2.7.
The only way to use up all directed edges is if there are cycles w,w′ ∈ W such that
w contains (e3, e1, e2, e¯3) and w
′ contains (e¯4, e¯1, e¯2, e4). Additionally w and w′ must
be distinct due to Theorem 2 since each 8-cycle may contain only one subwalk of type
(x, y, z, x¯).
Using the two previous results we finally show an upper bound for the number of
double edges.
Theorem 3. Let g > 1 be a natural number and G ∈ cycles(g). There are at most 3(g−1)
double edges in G.
Proof. Definition 2 states that graph G ∈ cycles(g) decomposes into 6(g − 1) cycles of
length 8. Taken together, Theorem 2 and Corollary 2 state that each double edge is
traversed by two distinct cycles, neither of which meet any other double edges. The
maximum number of double edges in G ∈ cycles(g) is thus 6(g − 1)/2 = 3(g − 1).
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Figure 2.10: An impossible 8-cycle.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.11: (a) Square gadget connected to node v2. (b) Attached square gadgets.
The upper bound on the number of double edges in G ∈ cycles(g) is remarkably low
and offers opportunities for optimizing the generation and search of graphs admitting
cyclesets, i.e., G ∈ cycles(g). A much less remarkable upper bound of 8(g − 1) double
edges is deducible for graphs in base(g), and this bound for base(g) is in fact strict since
graphs admitting 8(g − 1) double edges exist in base(g) \ cycles(g).2 Additionally there
are graphs with n double edges in base(g) for every n ∈ {0, . . . , 8(g − 1)} a significant
amount of which have n > 3(g − 1). This indicates that starting the search procedure
with input from cycles(g) instead of base(g) should result in a significant reduction of the
search space.
Next we show that the existence of double edges in G ∈ cycles(g) implies the presence
of a specific subgraph near each double edge in G. Using this result we are then able to
give a useful lower bound on the distance between distinct double edges in G.
Theorem 4. Let g > 1 be a natural number and G = (V,E) ∈ cycles(g). Assume that
v1, v2 ∈ V and e∗1, e∗2 are distinct undirected edges {v1, v2}. Now v2 has a square attached
to it as depicted in Figure 2.11a.
Proof. Since G ∈ cycles(g) we know that cyclesets(G) 6= ∅. Let W ∈ cyclesets(G) and
w ∈ W a cycle passing v2 twice, see Figure 2.9. To prove that v2 indeed has an attached
square subgraph in G it suffices to show that v3, v4, v5 and v6 are distinct nodes. Clearly
nodes adjacent in Figure 2.9 must be distinct since the contrary would imply the existence
of a loop in G. Therefore node v3 must be distinct from v4 and similarly for pairs (v4, v5),
(v5, v6) and (v6, v3). Nodes v3 and v5, on the other hand, must be distinct since v3 = v5
would imply that e¯4 = e5 and further that w contains subwalk (e4, e¯4).
2 Consider for example a cycle graph with alternating double and single edges.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.12: (a) Double edge with a gadget. (b) Two entangled 8-cycles.
Now assume that v4 = v6. Due to 3-regularity we know that either e5 and e6 or e4
and e7 originate from the same undirected edge. The first case implies that e¯5 = e6, and
further that w contains (e5, e¯5), a contradiction. The case e¯4 = e7, on the other hand,
was shown to result in a contradiction in Theorem 2. Therefore v4 and v6 must also be
distinct, and the proof is finished.
Note that the result of the previous theorem applies to both nodes v1 and v2. Thus,
each node of a double edge has a ”square gadget” attached to it. The gadgets attached
to different nodes, however, are not necessarily disjoint, see Figure 2.11b.
Corollary 3. The minimum distance between nodes incident to double edges (excluding
the neighboring node) is 4.
Proof. The proof follows by straightforward case analysis. Assume a situation as depicted
in Figure 2.12a. A double edge at a distance of 1 from v2 would have to be at v3, which
is clearly impossible since the graph is 3-regular. A double edge at distance of 2, on the
other hand, would have to be located next to v4 or v6, which is again impossible due to
3-regularity. Similarly node v5, which is at distance 3 from v2, cannot have a double edge.
The only remaining node to consider is v7, which is also at distance 3 from v2.
We thus assume that node v7 has a double edge. This implies that the cycle passing
v7 twice has the form depicted in Figure 2.9. Now the only way to map the 8-cycles is
the one in Figure 2.12b, which leaves the remaining edges of v4 and v5 orphaned thereby
causing some 8-cycle to contain (x, x¯) for some x ∈ directed(E). This is a contradiction,
and therefore v7 cannot have a double edge either. Since any edge at distance < 3 from
v2 cannot have a double edge, the minimum distance from v2 to another node with a
double edge is at least 4.
Graphs with double edges at distance 4 from each other exist implying that the bound
cannot be improved. See, e.g., graph G3112 on page 11 in [56].
Now we proceed to consider the correspondence of cyclesets to the orientations of
nodes. Let g > 1 be a natural number and G = (V,E) ∈ base(g). Recall that an
orientation of a node v ∈ V is an order function Ov that maps each undirected edge to
its successor. For example Ov defined by Ov(e
∗
1) = e
∗
2, Ov(e
∗
2) = e
∗
3 and Ov(e
∗
3) = e
∗
1 is an
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Figure 2.13: Different orientations of a node.
orientation of v ∈ V given that the incident undirected edges of v are e∗1, e∗2 and e∗3, see
Figure 2.13. In the following we instead represent orientations of nodes as sets of pairs of
directed edges as follows. Denote the directed decomposition of the edges incident to v
by ei and e¯i for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Now we may represent the orientation Ov defined above as
the set Odirv = {(e1, e¯2), (e2, e¯3), (e3, e¯1)}. With this notation we may now state and prove
that orientations of nodes split directed(E) into disjoint cycles.
Theorem 5. Let g > 1 be a natural number, G = (V,E) ∈ base(g) and Odirv an orienta-
tion for each v ∈ V . Now ⋃v∈V Odirv is a union of cycles covering all of directed(E).
Proof. Let e = (v, v′) ∈ directed(E) be an arbitrary directed edge. Observe first that e is
(i) contained in one pair (∗, e) of Odirv , (ii) contained in one pair (e, ∗) of Odirv′ , and (iii)
not contained in any Odiru where u 6= v, v′.
Now the relation
⋃
v∈V O
dir
v ⊂ directed(E) × directed(E) contains exactly one pair of
the form (∗, e) which defines a unique predecessor for each e ∈ directed(E). And similarly
the unique pair of the form (e, ∗) defines a unique successor for each e ∈ directed(E).
The partition of directed(E) is then extracted as the equivalence classes of the reflexive-
transitive closure of
⋃
v∈V O
dir
v . Furthermore, each partition must represent a cycle in G
since every e ∈ directed(E) has a unique predecessor and successor, i.e., no e is an end or
a beginning of a path.
In other words we just proved that the assignment of an orientation to each node of
a graph G ∈ base(g) gives rise to a disjoint set of cycles in G. The lengths of the cycles,
however, are not necessarily 8. A natural next question is whether every cycleset, i.e.,
set of 8-cycles, corresponds to some assignment of orientations to nodes. The following
theorem demonstrates that the answer is yes, but first we need to define some notation.
Let W be a cycleset of G = (V,E) ∈ cycles(g) where g > 1 is a natural number. We
define rel(W ) to be the relational representation of cycleset W , i.e.,
rel(W ) = {(e, e′) | e′ is the successor of e in some cycle w ∈ W}.
In other words rel(W ) ⊂ directed(E)×directed(E) is the collection of predecessor-successor
pairs of edges according to the cycles in W .
Theorem 6. Let g > 1 be a natural number, G = (V,E) ∈ cycles(g), and W ∈
cyclesets(G). Now rel(W ) =
⋃
v∈V O
dir
v for some assignment of orientations O
dir
v for
all v ∈ V .
Proof. We prove the statement by showing that a suitable set of orientations can be
directly extracted from rel(W ). Let v ∈ V be an arbitrary node of G and denote the
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directed edges pointing towards v by e1, e2 and e3. Now the edges pointing away from v
are e¯1, e¯2 and e¯3, see Figure 2.13. The possible orientations are {(e1, e¯2), (e2, e¯3), (e3, e¯1)}
and {(e1, e¯3), (e3, e¯2), (e2, e¯1)}. We know that exactly one of the orientations must be a
subset of rel(W ) since W covers the entire graph and these are the only possible ways
to route the cycles around v. We thus define Odirv to be the orientation that is a subset
of rel(W ). Now clearly
⋃
v∈V O
dir
v ⊆ rel(W ) and the other direction follows from the fact
that every pair (e, e′) ∈ rel(W ) is in some Odirv .
We have now proved in Theorems 5 and 6 that each assignment of valid orientations
to nodes of G ∈ base(g) corresponds to some set of cycles covering G and that each set
of 8-cycles corresponds to some assignment of orientations. This may seem simple and
obvious, but it provides a powerful aid in formulating SAT encodings. This is because the
orientation of a node v is a local property, i.e., only edges incident to v need to be referred
to. The existence of a set of cycles covering a graph G, however, is a global property,
i.e., all edges of G need to be referred to. What the previous two theorems then show
is that we can enforce a global property of a graph by referring to only local properties
of its nodes, and this is exactly what we do in the encoding presented in Section 3.2.
Additionally, the proof of Theorem 6 yields us a procedure for extracting the orientations
of nodes implied by a cycleset.
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Chapter 3
Cycleset Decompositions and Group
Labelings via SAT
In this chapter we develop two SAT encodings, one for enumerating the cycleset decom-
positions of a graph and another for checking a graph for a labeling by one of the groups
from [57]. Before formulating the encodings we present an overview on Boolean modelling
and SAT solving.
3.1 Boolean Satisfiability
Propositional logic is a formal language consisting of inductively defined formulas and
an associated semantics for the formulas. The formulas are constructed inductively from
atoms (propositional variables) p0, p1, . . . and the usual connectives: negation ¬, conjunc-
tion ∧, disjunction ∨, implication→ and bi-implication↔. The formulas are interpreted
over assignments which are functions mapping each propositional variable to 0 or 1. A
formula φ is satisfied by assignment s if φ evaluates to 1 under the usual semantics of the
connectives with each atom pi taking on value s(pi). An assignment s satisfying formula
φ is referred to as a model of φ, and we use models(φ) to refer to the set of all models
of formula φ. A formula φ is then said to be satisfiable if there exists some assignment
s that satisfies φ, i.e., if models(φ) is nonempty, and this is the problem referred to as
the Boolean satisfiability (SAT) problem. In other words, Boolean satisfiability is the
problem taking as input a propositional formula φ and yielding a binary answer stating
whether φ is satisfiable. Two formulas φ and ψ are said to be equisatisfiable if φ being
satisfiable is equivalent to ψ being satisfiable, i.e., either both are are satisfiable or both
are unsatisfiable. Note that all equivalent formulas are equisatisfiable, but there are equi-
satisfiable formulas which are not equivalent. A more thorough treatment of propositional
logic can be found in, e.g., [78, 79].
Programs developed to solve the SAT problem are called SAT solvers, and most
practical implementations accept their input in a standard form called conjunctive normal
form. A formula in conjunctive normal (CNF) form uses only three connectives (¬, ∨
and ∧) and consists of a conjunction of clauses, i.e., it is of the form∧
i∈I
Ci,
where Ci is a clause for each i ∈ I. A clause then is a disjunction of literals which
are atoms pi or their negations, i.e., a clause is of the form
∨
i∈I li where li is either
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pi or ¬pi for all i ∈ I. CNF is a convenient standard format partly due to the fact
that efficient polynomial-time algorithms exist for transforming arbitrary formulas into
linear-size, equisatisfiable CNF formulas [80, 81].
The significance of the SAT problem stems from the fact that it is an NP-complete
problem but admits algorithms that are efficient over inputs encountered in practice.
The NP-completeness of SAT refers to it being in the complexity class NP and having
the property that every other NP-problem reduces to SAT. Problems in NP are gen-
erally characterized as being computationally intractable although practically efficient
algorithms to NP-complete problems are known. One such example is the CDCL algo-
rithm for SAT [82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89]. However, before discussing algorithmics we
consider the process of modelling problems using propositional logic.
Modelling with Propositional Logic Modelling problems using propositional logic
can roughly be split into two parts:
(1) specifying the search space, and
(2) formulating the constraints in CNF.
Part (1) thus consists of deciding the domain of binary variables (i.e. the propositional
atoms) over which the constraints are formulated which in practice boils down to naming
and deciding the intended meaning of variables the encoding will refer to. Part (2) then
consists of producing a propositional formula in CNF that models the constraints required
for the problem.
Some constraints are relatively straightforward to encode as clauses. The at-least-one
constraint, for example, can be encoded as a single clause
∨
i∈I xi, which evaluates to true
whenever at least one of xi for i ∈ I evaluates to true. Other constraints not easily stated
in CNF can be formulated using the full set of connectives instead, since the formula can
be efficiently translated into an equisatisfiable CNF formula with only linear increase in
its size [80, 81].
The following example presents an encoding for finding a 3-coloring of a graph.
Example 3 (Graph coloring). Let G = (V,E) be a graph. A 3-coloring of G is an
assignment of three colors to the nodes of G such that no adjacent nodes have the same
color. In other words, G is 3-colorable if there exists a total function c : V → {0, 1, 2}
such that c(v) 6= c(u) for all {v, u} ∈ E.
To model the situation using propositional logic we take for each v ∈ V and each
i ∈ {0, 1, 2} a variable xiv with the intended meaning that v has color i if xiv is true. We
then construct a Boolean formula 3-col(G) such that any assignment of truth values to
variables xiv satisfying 3-col(G) corresponds to a 3-coloring of G.
A satisfying assignment to 3-col(G) should
(1) represent a total function c : V → {0, 1, 2} assigning one color to each node, and
(2) assign the colors to v ∈ V such that no adjacent vertices have the same color.
We represent (1) by stating separately that each node v ∈ V maps to at least one and at
most one color c(v) ∈ {0, 1, 2}. For each v ∈ V the encoding includes a clause
C≥1v = x
0
v ∨ x1v ∨ x2v =
∨
i∈{0,1,2}
xiv
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ensuring that at least one of xiv for i ∈ {0, 1, 2} is set true by any satisfying assignment.
The encoding contains clauses ¬x0v ∨ ¬x1v, ¬x0v ∨ ¬x2v and ¬x1v ∨ ¬x2v for every v ∈ V to
guarantee that every node has at most one color. We denote this as
C≤1v =
∧
i,j∈{0,1,2}
i 6=j
¬xiv ∨ ¬xjv = (¬x0v ∨ ¬x1v) ∧ (¬x0v ∨ ¬x2v) ∧ (¬x1v ∨ ¬x2v).
Clause ¬x0v ∨ ¬x1v, for example, evaluates to false whenever x0v and x1v are set true, thus
blocking any satisfying assignment from setting x0v and x
1
v true simultaneously. Taken
together the formulas C≥1v and C
≤1
v thus ensure that exactly one of {x0v, x1v, x2v} is set true
by any satisfying assignment. Constraint (1) can therefore be represented as formula
F1 =
∧
v∈V
(
C≥1v ∧ C≤1v
)
.
Constraint (2) can also be encoded using binary clauses since a clause of the form
¬xiv ∨ ¬xiu is satisfied only when either xiv or xiu evaluates to false. Essentially these
clauses block xiv and x
i
u from being simultaneously satisfied. The encoding thus contains
¬xiv ∨ ¬xiu
for each edge {v, u} ∈ E and each color i ∈ {0, 1, 2}. The formula
F2 =
∧
{v,u}∈E
∧
i∈{0,1,2}
(¬xiv ∨ ¬xiu)
thus encodes constraint (2).
The encoding 3-col(G) is thus the conjunction of formulas F1 and F2, i.e.,
3-col(G) = F1 ∧ F2.
A problem often encountered in propositional encodings is the existence of symmetries.
Generally symmetries refer to transformations of structures that preserve properties of
said structures, exemplified by rotations and reflections of geometric figures (square, cube,
etc.) which preserve their shape. In the context of Boolean satisfiability the structures
are assignments of a formula φ and the preserved property is satisfying φ. The SAT
encoding 3-col(G) from Example 3 contains symmetries as we will show next.
Example 4. Let G = (V,E) be a graph, and let c : V → {0, 1, 2} be a 3-coloring of G.
From c we can easily derive more colorings by changing the names of the colors. Consider
for example c′ defined as follows.
c′(v) =

0 if c(v) = 1
1 if c(v) = 0
2 if c(v) = 2
Essentially c′ is the same as c except that colors 0 and 1 have been swapped. Clearly c′
must be a 3-coloring since c is one, but the assignment of 3-col(G) corresponding to c is
mc =
∧
v∈V
c(v)=0
x0v ∧
∧
v∈V
c(v)=1
x1v ∧
∧
v∈V
c(v)=2
x2v
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whereas the one corresponding to c′ is
mc′ =
∧
v∈V
c(v)=0
x1v ∧
∧
v∈V
c(v)=1
x0v ∧
∧
v∈V
c(v)=2
x2v.
We have now two syntactically different models of 3-col(G) corresponding to colorings
that differ only in naming of the colors. Since c′ is a 3-coloring exactly when c is we
deduce that mc′ must satisfy 3-col(G) exactly when mc does.
Models mc and mc′ in the previous example are called symmetric since they are either
both satisfiable or both unsatisfiable. The redundancy of the encoding arising from the
existence of symmetric models may be undesirable, but the problem can be mitigated by
modifying the encoding. So-called symmetry-breaking constraints can be added to the
formula resulting in a new formula without symmetric models. We next show one way of
breaking symmetry in 3-col(G).
Example 5. Each 3-coloring of G determines a partition of the set of nodes V into 3
parts such that no adjacent nodes belong to the same part. We break the symmetry by
augmenting the formula with constraints that block all but one equivalent 3-colorings. To
achieve this we first define an arbitrary linear order ≤ over V . The set of colors {0, 1, 2}
inherits an ordering as a subset of N. We next wish to state that the least node of color
0 precedes the least node of color 1 which precedes the least node of color 2. We use
variable yiv to mean that node v is the least node of color i. For each color i ∈ {0, 1, 2}
the encoding contains clause ∨
v∈V
yiv
to ensure that each color has yiv set true for at least one node. To guarantee that any
node for which yiv is set true has the correct color the encoding contains
¬yiv ∨ xiv
for each v ∈ V and i ∈ {0, 1, 2}. This binary clause enforces xiv to be set true if yiv is set
true and thus represents the implication yiv → xiv. The encoding also contains
¬yiv′ ∨ ¬xiv
for each i ∈ {0, 1, 2} and each v, v′ ∈ V such that v < v′ which represents the implication
yiv′ → ¬xiv. These implications essentially state that any preceding node of v′ cannot have
color i if yiv′ is set true thereby ensuring that the v
′ for which yiv′ holds is the least node
of color i. To enforce the least nodes of each color to be ordered according to the colors
the encoding contains clauses
¬y1v ∨ ¬y0v′
and
¬y2v ∨ ¬y1v′
for each v, v′ ∈ V such that v < v′.
The encoding then consists of the formula 3-col(G) as well as the symmetry-breaking
constraints presented here.
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The addition of symmetry-breaking constraints to an encoding as shown in Example 5
is referred to as static symmetry breaking [90, 91, 92, 93]. Augmenting an encoding with
symmetry-breaking constraints naturally increases the size of the formula, which may
result in degraded performance of solving the formula. Compact symmetry-breaking
constraints are thus an important research topic in declarative programming.
Including so-called lex-leader [90, 91, 92, 93] constraints is one of the simplest ways
to break symmetries when encoding problems into CNF. The rough idea is to constrain
the model such that only the lexicographically least model out of all equivalent models
satisfies the CNF. We use this type of symmetry-breaking constraints in the SAT encoding
presented in Section 3.2 to rule out all but one assignment corresponding to each distinct
underlying structure, in our case a cycleset of a graph.
Conflict-driven clause learning The most important modern complete algorithm for
solving SAT is the conflict-driven clause learning algorithm often referred to as CDCL [82,
83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89]. This algorithm requires the input formula to be in conjunctive
normal form (CNF).
The main parts of CDCL are unit propagation, conflict learning and non-chronological
backtracking (backjumping). Intuitively, CDCL tries to construct an assignment s satis-
fying the input formula φ by assigning a value for each atom in turn and testing whether
the assigned values satisfy φ. If the values assigned to atoms are sufficient to satisfy φ
the algorithm terminates with a positive answer. If, on the other hand, the data so far
is insufficient to determine the valuation of φ under s the algorithm assigns a value for
the next atom. Lastly, if the assignment thus-far is enough to determine s(φ) = 0, the
algorithm extracts a clause blocking this conflict, adds it to φ (conflict learning) and
backjumps far enough to erase the assignment resulting in the conflict. The role of unit
propagation is to compute the consequences of the current partial assignment in φ. For
a thorough description of CDCL refer to [21].
The CDCL algorithm implemented using efficient data structures and utilizing ap-
propriate optimizations has proven a very effective tool for declarative programming.
Efficient implementations include, e.g., Minisat [94] which we use in this work through
the Pysat library [95]. In practice SAT solvers can be used to solve a wide array of
computational problems through the model & solve paradigm. In this paradigm solving a
problem boils down to encoding the desired problem as a propositional formula and using
an off-the-shelf SAT solver to find satisfying assignments which correspond to solutions to
the problem. All NP-problems can be reduced to SAT due to its NP-completeness, and
the user actually implements such a reduction when encoding a problem in propositional
logic.
SAT solvers also find uses in solving problems beyond NP via them being used as
NP-oracles, i.e., implementing programs that make calls to a SAT solver. An important
ingredient of the efficient use of SAT solvers as NP-oracles is incremental solving, which
refers to saving the state of the solver between repeated calls. This is especially useful
when repeated calls are made for an input formula that is only slightly modified between
calls, e.g., by adding or deleting clauses.
Model enumeration Model enumeration, sometimes referred to as all-SAT, is the
problem of finding every satisfying assignment of a propositional formula φ [96, 97, 98,
99, 100]. One of the simplest methods for model enumeration is the so-called blocking
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clause method which works as follows. To find the models of CNF formula φ = φ0 we
iterate the process of
(i) finding some model m of φi, and
(ii) creating a new formula φi+1 satisfied exactly by the models of φi except for m.
Since for each finite Boolean formula there are finitely many assignments to consider—
that is 2#variables—it follows that the number of satisfying assignments must be< 2#variables
and thus finite. The above procedure is then guaranteed to terminate since the number
of satisfying assignments decreases by one at each step. The formula φi+1 is also easily
constructed from CNF formula φi and model m of φi. Denote by truelits(m) the collection
of literals set true by m. The so-called blocking clause bc(m) of m is the disjunction of
negated literals in truelits(m), i.e.
bc(m) =
∨
l∈truelits(m)
¬l.
Adding the blocking clause to φi we then get
φi+1 = φi ∧ bc(m),
which is in CNF since φi is in CNF and bc(m) is a clause.
Incremental SAT solving can be easily applied to the blocking clause method since
the working formula changes only by the addition of one clause between SAT calls. This
increases performance of the method since conflict clauses already learned can be utilized
in the subsequent SAT calls without having the relearn them.
While the growth of the working formula can make the blocking clause method un-
wieldy for certain formulas, it does not present a problem in this work due to the relevant
formulas having relatively few models. However, techniques for mitigating the growth of
the working formula exist [101, 97] although they are not necessary in this work.
3.2 Enumerating the Cycleset Decompositions of
Graphs
In this section we develop a SAT encoding φcycles(G, g) for checking whether a given
graph G = (V,E) in base(g) (for an arbitrary genus g > 1) is in cycles(g). The encoding
we formulate also allows for the enumeration of cyclesets(G) as it captures all cyclesets
in cyclesets(G), i.e., the models of φcycles(G, g) correspond exactly to cyclesets(G). Ex-
isting model enumeration techniques, such as the blocking clause method explained in
Section 3.1, can be applied to enumerate cyclesets(G) for a given graph G ∈ base(g).
Recall that a graph G is in cycles(g) if G ∈ base(g) and the directed decomposition
of G admits a set of N = 6(g − 1) cycles of length 8 (Definition 2). Recall also that
directed(E) denotes the decomposition of undirected edges in E into directed ones, and
that the 8-cycles can not have two subsequent directed edges originating from the same
undirected edge (see Figure 2.2). Now, finding a cycleset of G boils down to partitioning
directed(E) into N mutually disjoint collections of size 8 while ensuring that each partition
forms a cycle. We achieve the partitioning by considering the cycles to be lists of size
8 and using straightforward cardinality constraints. To make sure that the consecutive
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for each e ∈ directed(E) :
∑
p∈{0,...,N−1}
inCycle(e, p) = 1 (3.1)
∑
i∈{0,...,7}
index(e, i) = 1 (3.2)
for each p ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} :
∨
e∈directed(E)
inCycle(e, p) (3.3)
for each p ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}, i ∈ {0, . . . , 7}, e1, e2 ∈ directed(E) such that e1 6= e2 :
¬inCycle(e1 , p) ∨ ¬index(e1 , i) ∨ ¬inCycle(e2 , p) ∨ ¬index(e2 , i) (3.4)
for each v ∈ V, p ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}, (e, e′) ∈ pairs1(v) :
¬orient(v)→ (inCycle(e, p)↔ inCycle(e ′, p)) (3.5)
for each v ∈ V, p ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}, (e, e′) ∈ pairs0(v) :
orient(v)→ (inCycle(e, p)↔ inCycle(e ′, p)) (3.6)
for each v ∈ V, i ∈ {0, . . . , 7}, i′ = (i+ 1) mod 8, (e, e′) ∈ pairs1(v) :
¬orient(v)→ (index(e, i)↔ index(e ′, i ′)) (3.7)
for each v ∈ V, i ∈ {0, . . . , 7}, i′ = (i+ 1) mod 8, (e, e′) ∈ pairs0(v) :
orient(v)→ (index(e, i)↔ index(e ′, i ′)) (3.8)
for each p ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}, e, e′ ∈ directed(E) such that e′ < e :
inCycle(e, p) ∧ index(e, 0)→ ¬inCycle(e′, p) (3.9)
for each p ∈ {1, . . . , N − 1}, e, e′ ∈ directed(E) such that e′ < e :
inCycle(e′, p) ∧ index(e′, 0)→
∧
p′<p
¬(inCycle(e, p′) ∧ index(e, 0)) (3.10)
Figure 3.1: SAT encoding of cyclesets.
edges in each list follow one another we make use of orientations of nodes, and Theorems 5
and 6 stating that each cycleset of G corresponds to an assignment of orientations to the
nodes of G. The orientations essentially determine how the incident edges of each node
are routed.
We name the N lists using natural numbers {0, . . . , N − 1} and consider the lists
to have indices {0, . . . , 7}. We use Boolean variables inCycle(e, p) to denote that e ∈
directed(E) is in cycle (list) p ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}, and the variables index(e, i) to denote
that e is at index i ∈ {0, . . . , 7} of its cycle. We also use Boolean variables orient(v) to
denote which of the two possible orientations node v has.
We list the constraints of the SAT encoding φcycles(G, g) in Figure 3.1. Intuitively the
encoding is composed of three parts:
1) ensuring unique assignment of edges into cycles (3.1)–(3.4),
2) enforcing the orientations of nodes to be compatible with the partitioning of
directed(E) (3.5)–(3.8), and
3) breaking certain symmetries present in the encoding otherwise (3.9)–(3.10).
The constraints (3.1)–(3.4) ensure that the elements of directed(E) are partitioned into
the N lists of size 8. Constraints (3.1) intuitively state that each e ∈ directed(E) must be
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assigned to exactly one cycle (list) p ∈ {0, . . . , 7}. We encode this constraint using the
well-known pairwise encoding which represents the exactly-one constraint using two other
constraints: at-least-one and at-most-one. The at-least-one constraint
∑
p inCycle(e, p) ≥
1 corresponds to the clause ∨
p∈{0,...,N−1}
inCycle(e, p)
which evaluates to 0 if all of the conjuncts inCycle(e, p) evaluate to 0, and to 1 otherwise.
The at-most-one constraint
∑
p inCycle(e, p) ≤ 1 corresponds to a set of binary clauses.
For each p, p′ ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} such that p 6= p′ the encoding contains clause
¬inCycle(e, p) ∨ ¬inCycle(e, p′)
which evaluates to 0 if both inCycle(e, p) and inCycle(e, p′) evaluate to 1 blocking the
simultaneous satisfaction of inCycle(e, p) and inCycle(e, p′). The pairwise exactly-one en-
coding results in a quadratic number of binary clauses which does not present issues in
this work since the relevant domains considered here are small.
The exactly-one constraints (3.2), stating that each e ∈ directed(E) is assigned a
unique index, are similarly pairwise encoded. Constraint (3.3), on the other hand, states
that the cycles must be non-empty, and is not strictly necessary here since each e ∈
directed(E) is constrained to belong to exactly one cycle and the size of directed(E) is
exactly 8N = 48(g − 1), i.e., the number of cycle-index pairs for the graphs in base(g),
and we do not use the encoding for any other graphs. However, this constraint seems to
speed up solving times. Constraint (3.4) blocks two distinct edges e1, e2 ∈ directed(E)
from being assigned to the same partition at the same index: If e1, e2 ∈ directed(E) are
both assigned to cycle p at index i, the clause (3.4) will evaluate to 0. Note that our
encoding works with both simple and non-simple graphs as long as edges between the
same nodes, i.e., parallel edges, are given distinct names.
Constraints (3.5)–(3.8) encode that the partitions of directed(E) are cycles, i.e., an
edge e = (x, y) at index i in cycle p implies the edge at the next index (i+ 1 mod 8)
starts at y. Here we utilize the orientations of nodes to enforce cyclicity. Let us consider
the edges incident to a node v, i.e., edges(v) = {e1, e2, e3}. We denote the corresponding
directed edges by eouti and e
in
i where e
out
i refers to the directed edge going outwards from
v and vice versa for eini . Figure 3.2 illustrates the situation. Additionally, let Ov(e1) = e2,
Ov(e2) = e3, and Ov(e3) = e1 correspond to orientation 1, and Ov(e1) = e3, Ov(e2) = e1,
and Ov(e3) = e2 correspond to orientation 0 (as in Figure 2.3). We then denote by
pairs1(v) the successor pairs of the directed edges corresponding to orientation 1, i.e.,
pairs1(v) = {(ein1 , eout2 ), (ein2 , eout3 ), (ein3 , eout1 )} and by pairs0(v) the successor pairs corre-
sponding to orientation 0, i.e., pairs0(v) = {(ein1 , eout3 ), (ein3 , eout2 ), (ein2 , eout1 )}. These pairs
of directed edges are the ones that should be placed at subsequent indices of the corre-
sponding cycles (depending on the assignment of orientations to nodes). The constraint
(3.5) then encodes, for each v ∈ V , that the edges appearing in pairs1(v) are assigned
to the same partition if v has orientation 1 and the constraint (3.6) encodes the same
for pairs0(v) and orientation 0. Constraint (3.7) ensures that for each v ∈ V and each
(e, e′) ∈ pairs1(v) edge e has index i whereas edge e′ has the immediately following index
i + 1 mod 8 if v has orientation 1, while constraint (3.8) encodes the same for pairs0(v)
and orientation 0. Essentially these constraints ensure that the incident edges of each
node are routed according to the orientation assigned to the node.
The encoding as described so far, i.e., constraints (3.1)-(3.8), is sufficient to ensure
that any satisfying assignment indeed corresponds to a cycleset constructed by assigning
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Figure 3.2: Directed decomposition of edges e1, e2 and e3 incident to the same node.
e ∈ directed(E) to cycle p at index i if inCycle(e, p) and index(e, i) are true under the
assignment. However, there are several distinct assignments satisfying constraints (3.1)-
(3.8) that correspond to the same cycleset.
Let m be a model of φcycles(G, g) and denote the N 8-cycles corresponding to m by
C0, . . . , CN−1. Each Ci (i ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}) is then a list of size 8 containing directed
edges e ∈ directed(E). Notice first that we can derive a new model m′ of φcycles(G, g) by
swapping the names of the cycles as follows. For some chosen pair of cycles Ci, Cj (i 6= j)
consider the set of cycles where C ′i = Cj, C
′
j = Ci and C
′
k = Ck for all k /∈ {i, j}. The
model m′ corresponding to this naming of the cycles is constructed from m by swapping
the truth values of inCycle(e, i) and inCycle(e, j) for all e ∈ directed(E). Notice also that
lists
(e0, e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7)
and
(e7, e0, e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6)
represent the the same cycle, but with a different indexing of the edges. We can therefore
construct models by cyclically permuting the indices of the edges in a cycle, and these
models will correspond to the same set of cycles.
The underlying cycleset thus remains unchanged under any permutation of the names
of the cycles, i.e., any permutation of {0, . . . , N − 1}, and similarly the indices of edges
in any cycle can be cyclically permuted without changing the cycle. These symmetries
do not only degrade performance but make cycleset enumeration very cumbersome due
to the huge number of symmetric models. The number of permutations of {0, . . . , N −1}
is N ! wheres the number of cyclic permutations of the indices is 8N . The total number of
these permutations is thus 8NN ! which is of the order 108 for genus 2 and 1019 for genus
3 (and grows increasingly fast).
Since enumerating all cyclesets of an input graph G ∈ base(g) is what we use the
encoding for we employ specific symmetry-breaking constraints to block all but one model
corresponding to each cycleset. We do this by introducing ordering constraints for which
we introduce a linear ordering of directed(E) and use the natural ordering of {0, . . . , N −
1}. We break the rotational symmetry of the cycle indices by enforcing the edge at index
0 to be the least edge in each cycle. Intuitively constraint (3.9) states that edge e being
assigned to cycle p at index 0 blocks the assignment of e′ to the same cycle. Since the
constraint is stated for each pair of edges (e, e′) such that e′ < e it effectively enforces
the edge at index 0 to be the least edge in cycle p.
To break the permutation symmetry of the cycle names we enforce the cycles
{0, . . . , N − 1} to be ordered ascendingly according to the edge of index 0 in each cy-
cle, i.e., the edge of index 0 of cycle p is smaller than the edge of index 0 of cycle p′ if
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p′ > p. Constraint (3.10) thus states that e′ being assigned to cycle p at index 0 blocks
the assignment of any larger edge e to index 0 in a preceding cycle p′ < p.
All in all, the encoding captures cyclesets(G) for any given G, and in particular, any
satisfying assignment of φcycles(G, g) can be projected into a cycleset W ∈ cyclesets(G) as
follows. Let m be a satisfying assignment to φcycles(G, g). For each p ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}
we construct an 8-cycle Cp by finding the e ∈ directed(E) such that m(inCycle(e, p)) = 1.
These directed edges constitute the 8-cycle Cp. The ordering of these edges can be
deduced by considering the head and tail of each directed edge or, alternatively, by
finding the indices determined by the encoding. The index of edge e belonging to Cp is
the unique i such that index(e, i) is true in m. We thus define a function projcycles from
the models of φcycles(G, g) to cyclesets(G) such that each m ∈ models(φcycles(G, g))
projcycles(m) = {Cp | p ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}}
where Cp = (e0, . . . , e7) and each ei ∈ Cp is such that m(inCycle(ei, p)) = 1 and
m(index(ei, i)) = 1.
Theorem 7 (Correctness of the cycleset encoding). Let g > 1 be a natural number and
G ∈ base(g). There exists a bijective mapping between the satisfying assignments of
φcycles(G, g) and W ∈ cyclesets(G).
Proof. We will show that projcycles as defined previously is the unique bijective mapping
from models(φcycles(G, g)) to cyclesets(G). Let m be an arbitrary satisfying assignment of
φcycles(G, g) and W = {C0, . . . , CN−1} its image under projcycles. Cardinality constraints
(3.1) and (3.2) of φcycles(G, g) ensure that each e ∈ directed(E) is associated with exactly
one number p ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} (indicating the cycle e belongs to) and one number
i ∈ {0, . . . , 7} (indicating the index of e), respectively. Each directed edge e ∈ directed(E)
thus belongs to a unique cycle Cp at unique index i. The constraint (3.4), on the other
hand, ensures that no other e′ occupies that same cycle at the same index. Each Ck ∈ W
thus consists of 8 distinct directed edges with no edge belonging to two distinct Ck. The
cycles Ck ∈ W form a partition of directed(E), since |directed(E)| = 48(g − 1) and W
contains 8N = 8 · 6(g − 1) = 48(g − 1) distinct e ∈ directed(E).
The model m determines a unique orientation for each v ∈ V depending on whether
orient(v) is true or false under m. Constraints (3.5)–(3.8) then ensure that each of the
directed edges incident to v have a unique predecessor/successor, thus ensuring that
Ck ∈ W are indeed directed cycles.
The symmetry-breaking constraints (3.9) and (3.10) ensure that only one satisfying
assignment maps to each cycleset, which makes the projection mapping projcycles injective.
To show that projcycles is surjective, i.e., there exists a model of φcycles(G, g) for each
possible W ∈ cyclesets(G) it suffices to name the cycles using {0, . . . , N − 1} and to give
consistent indices to the directed edges of each cycle. Constructing a suitable assignment
m is then straightforward.
Hence, if φcycles(G, g) is unsatisfiable, then G 6∈ cycles(g), and if φcycles(G, g) is satis-
fiable, then G ∈ cycles(g) and the satisfying assignments, when projected, yield exactly
cyclesets(G).
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3.3 Checking Graphs for a Group Labeling
We next consider whether a graph G = (V,E) ∈ walks(g) can be labeled using some
Ti ∈ {T1, . . . , T23}, i.e., whether G ∈ labels(Ti, g). We formulate a SAT encoding taking
as input a graph G, a group Ti and a cycleset W ∈ cyclesets(G) which can be used
to decide whether there exists a labeling of G using Ti that is valid with respect to W
(see Definitions 3 and 4). We refer to the encoding as φlabels(G, Ti,W ). If there exists
W ∈ cyclesets(G) such that φlabels(G, Ti,W ) is satisfiable, then G ∈ labels(Ti, g), whereas
if φlabels(G, Ti,W ) is unsatisfiable for all W ∈ cyclesets(G), then G 6∈ labels(Ti, g). Recall
that cyclesets(G) can be obtained, e.g., via enumerating the models of the cycleset
encoding presented in Section 3.2, or alternatively through orderly generation, as shown
later in Chapter 4.
Recall that each of the groups {T1, . . . , T23} are represented using 15 generators xi
and 15 length–3 relations, which we represent as triplets (xi, xj, xk). A labeling of G ∈
cycles(g) using group Ti is a simultaneous labeling of the nodes with triplets and edges
with generators of Ti such that each node has a triplet containing the labels of its incident
edges. Whether or not a labeling of G = (V,E) using Ti is valid with respect to a cycleset
W ∈ cyclesets(G) depends on the orientations of v ∈ V induced by W as well as a chosen
2-coloring of G. Recall that an orientation of v ∈ V is a cyclic ordering of the edges
incident to v. In a valid labeling the triplet of each white v matches the triplet of the
labels of its incident edges in the cyclic order defined by W . The same holds for black
nodes except that the cyclic ordering is reversed. Additionally the index of the label
of edge e = {v, u} cannot be the same in the triplets of v and u. In order to simplify
the encoding, we reverse the orientations of black nodes arising from the cycleset W and
input the adjusted orientations to the encoding as we will explain shortly.
The labeling encoding consists of three parts:
1) ensuring that each edge and node is given a unique label (3.11)–(3.13),
2) enforcing consistency between the labels of each node and its incident edges (3.14),
and
3) enforcing consistent labeling of adjacent nodes (3.15)–(3.17).
Before explaining the individual constraints we make the necessary definitions and as-
sumptions.
Assume that G = (V,E) ∈ walks(g) for fixed g > 1, and let W ∈ cyclesets(G) be one of
its cyclesets. We denote the generators and relations of a fixed Ti by L and T , respectively.
Let (VB, VW ) be a 2-coloring of G, i.e., VB ∪ VW = V and VB ∩ VW = ∅ such that there is
no edge in E consisting of nodes only in VB or only in VW . Let O : V → E×E×E denote
the orientations of nodes as triplets such that if O(v) = (e1, e2, e3), then the orientation
of v is the cyclic permutation (e1e2e3). Note that triplets (e2, e3, e1) and (e3, e1, e2) refer
to the same orientation as (e1, e2, e3). To make the encoding more uniform we define the
adjusted orientations O′ : V → E × E × E by flipping the orientations of black nodes,
i.e., O′(v) = O(v) for all v ∈ VW and O′(v) = (O(v)[2], O(v)[1], O(v)[0]) for all v ∈ VB.
Using the adjusted orientations, items (i) and (ii) in Definition 4 will coincide.
From the adjusted orientation O′(v) = (e1, e2, e3), representing a cyclic ordering of
edges(v), we derive an ordering of the labels of the edges as (l1, l2, l3), where li ∈ L
is the label of ei for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The label of node v, on the other hand, is also
a triplet t = (x, y, z) ∈ T of elements in L. Since the triplets (y, z, x) and (z, x, y),
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for each e ∈ E :
∑
l∈L
edgeLabel(e, l) = 1 (3.11)
for each v ∈ V :
∑
t∈T
nodeLabel(v , t) = 1 (3.12)∑
o∈{0,1,2}
offset(v , o) = 1 (3.13)
for each v ∈ V, o ∈ {0, 1, 2}, t ∈ T :
nodeLabel(v , t) ∧ offset(v , o)→
∧
i∈{0,1,2}
edgeLabel(ei , li) (3.14)
where ei = O
′(v)[i], li = t[(i+ o) mod 3]
for each {v1, v2} ∈ E, t = (l1, l2, l3) ∈ T such that l1 6= l2 6= l3 6= l1 :
¬nodeLabel(v1 , t) ∨ ¬nodeLabel(v2 , t) (3.15)
for each e = {v1, v2} ∈ E, t = (l, l, l′) ∈ T such that l 6= l′ :
nodeLabel(v1 , t) ∧ nodeLabel(v2 , t)→ edgeLabel(e, l) (3.16)
for each e = {v1, v2} ∈ E, (o1, o2) ∈ bad offsetsGW (e), t = (l, l, l′) ∈ T such that l 6= l′,
nodeLabel(v1 , t) ∧ nodeLabel(v2 , t)→ ¬offset(v1 , o1 ) ∨ ¬offset(v2 , o2 ) (3.17)
Figure 3.3: The constraints in the labeling encoding.
represent the same cyclic ordering of the labels, we use a Boolean variable offset(v, o),
where o ∈ {0, 1, 2} to denote which representative of triplet t node v has. Other variables
used in the encoding are edgeLabel(e, l) and nodeLabel(v , t) denoting that edge e ∈ E
has label (generator) l ∈ L and node v ∈ V has label (triplet) t ∈ T .
The constraints of the encoding φlabels(G, Ti,W ) are shown in Figure 3.3. The cardi-
nality constraints in (3.11)–(3.13) are encoded to clausal form using the pairwise encoding
already discussed in Section 3.2. The pairwise encoding is applicable here because the
relevant domains, i.e., E, L, V and T are of relatively small size for the graphs and groups
we consider. Constraint (3.11) intuitively states that each edge e ∈ E is assigned exactly
one label l ∈ L, whereas constraints (3.12) and (3.13) state that each node v ∈ V is as-
signed exactly one triplet t ∈ T and offset o ∈ {0, 1, 2}. The constraint in (3.14) expands
to sets of three clauses via straightforward algebraic manipulation of the connectives:
¬nodeLabel(v , t) ∨ ¬offset(v , o) ∨ edgeLabel(e0 , l0 )
¬nodeLabel(v , t) ∨ ¬offset(v , o) ∨ edgeLabel(e1 , l1 )
¬nodeLabel(v , t) ∨ ¬offset(v , o) ∨ edgeLabel(e2 , l2 )
Let t = (t0, t1, t2) be the triplet corresponding to offset 0. Now the triplets corresponding
to offsets 1 and 2 are (t1, t2, t0) and (t2, t0, t1), respectively. The edges e0, e1, e2 form the
adjusted orientation of node v, i.e., O′(v) = (e0, e1, e2). The labels l0, l1 and l2, on the
other hand, form the chosen representative of the triplet of v, i.e., if offset o = 0, then
(t0, t1, t2) = (l0, l1, l2). If the offset is o = 1, then (t1, t2, t0) = (l0, l1, l2), and with offset
o = 2 we have (t2, t0, t1) = (l0, l1, l2). This is described by the equation
li = t[(i+ o) mod 3].
What the constraints in (3.14) then encode is that if node v has triplet t and offset o,
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Table 3.1: Matching triplet t with edges incident to v.
ov = 0 ov = 1 ov = 2
(t0, t1, t2) (t1, t2, t0) (t2, t0, t1)
(e0, e1, e2) (e0, e1, e2) (e0, e1, e2)
Table 3.2: Matching triplet t with edges incident to u.
ou = 0 ou = 1 ou = 2
(t0, t1, t2) (t1, t2, t0) (t2, t0, t1)
(e2, e3, e4) (e2, e3, e4) (e2, e3, e4)
then the labels of the edges incident to v (e0, e1 and e2) match the labels of the chosen
representative of triplet t.
Constraints in (3.14) together with cardinality constraints in (3.11)–(3.13) rule out
cases (d) and (e) in Figure 2.6. In other words these constraints suffice to ensure that
edges incident to any node v have labels from the triplet of v and the labels are in the
correct order with respect to the given orientation of v.
Constraints in (3.15)–(3.17) together with the cardinality constraints (3.11)–(3.13),
on the other hand, rule out cases where adjacent nodes are assigned triples inconsistently,
such as case (f) in Figure 2.6. Intuitively, constraint (3.15) blocks any pair {v1, v2} of
adjacent nodes from receiving the same triplet t with three distinct labels. Constraint
(3.16) states that connecting edge e = {v1, v2} of adjacent nodes having the same triplet
t = (l, l, l′) with only 2 distinct elements has the duplicated label l.
As stated in Definition 4 the position of the label of the connecting edge between two
nodes must be different in the triplets of the nodes, see cases (c) and (f) in Figure 2.6.
Example 6. Let v, u ∈ V be two adjacent nodes both labeled using triplet t = (t0, t1, t2)
with t0 = t1. Denote the adjusted orientations of v and u by O
′(v) = (e0, e1, e2) and
O′(u) = (e2, e3, e4), respectively. The offset assigned to v determines the way triplet t and
O′(v) are matched together as shown in Table 3.1. Similarly the offset ou determines the
same for node u as shown in Table 3.2.
If ov = 1 then e0 has the label t1, e1 the label t2 and e2 the label t0. Now e0 and e2
have the same label since t0 = t1, but the label is derived from different position of triplet
t.
According to the definition of a valid labeling the connecting edge e2 must not match
the same index in the triples of v and u. In our example this will happen if v has offset
ov = 1 and u has offset ou = 0 since e2 will then match t0 in the triplet of v as well as the
triplet of u. Orientations ov = 2 and ou = 1 result in the same situation except that e2
matches t1 in both v and u. Note that the case ov = 0 and ou = 2 leads to e2 gaining label
t2 from both v and u, but with t2 not being the repeated label this case is already blocked
by constraint (3.16).
The offsets of the nodes along with the chosen triplet determine the positions of the
label as shown in Example 6. We thus define the set of illegal pairs of offsets and rule
them out as stated in (3.17). We define the set of illegal pairs of offsets for e ∈ E as
bad offsetsGW (e) = {(o1, o2) | e = {v1, v2}, o1, o2 ∈ {0, 1, 2}, i1 + o1 = i2 + o2 mod 3
where O′(v1)[i1] = e and O′(v2)[i2] = e}.
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Here, i1 and i2 are the indices of the connecting edge e in the orientations of v1 and v2,
respectively. The sums i1 + o1 and i2 + o2 (mod 3), on the other hand, represent the
indices of the label of e in the triplets of v1 and v2, respectively. The set bad offsetsG(e)
thus contains the pairs of offsets that would give the label of e = {v1, v2} the same index
in both v1 and v2.
Example 7. Continuing with Example 6 we note that e2 is the edge connecting v =: v1
and u =: v2. The indices are then i1 = 2 and i2 = 0, since O
′(v) = (e0, e1, e2) and
O′(u) = (e2, e3, e4). The element of t = (t0, t1, t2) matching e2 in v is thus (i1 + ov
mod 3) = (2+ov mod 3) whereas the ti matching e2 in u is (i2+ou mod 3) = ou mod 3.
The pairs (ov, ou) satisfying equation 2+ov = ou mod 3 are (0, 2), (1, 0), and (2, 1), which
are thus the illegal offsets for v and u, i.e., bad offsetsGW (e2) = {(0, 2), (1, 0), (2, 1)}.
Next we state the correctness of the labeling encoding φlabels(G, Ti,W ), and explain
briefly why it is correct.
Theorem 8 (Correctness of the labeling encoding). Let G ∈ cycles(g) for g > 1, and
Ti be one of the 23 groups constructed in [57] . Then G ∈ labels(Ti, g) iff there exists
W ∈ cyclesets(G) such that φlabels(G, Ti,W ) is satisfiable.
Proof sketch. Cardinality constraints (3.11)-(3.13) ensure that each node and edge is as-
signed a unique label. The cardinality constraints together with (3.14) blocks any assign-
ment of labels to a node and its incident edges that is inconsistent with the orientations
arising from cycleset W . Lastly the cardinality constraints along with (3.15)-(3.17) block
any illegal labeling of adjacent nodes.
Observe that a valid labeling for G with respect to W using Ti can be directly ex-
tracted from a satisfying assignment to φlabels(G, Ti,W ), which allows one to construct the
periodic apartment in the hyperbolic building corresponding to Ti that is invariant under
the action of a genus g surface. Projecting a satisfying assignment of φlabels(G, Ti,W ) into
a labeling of G = (V,E) is straightforward.
Assume that m is a model of φlabels(G, Ti,W ). Now the model m sets exactly one
variable nodeLabel(v, t) true for each node v ∈ V , due to cardinality constraints (3.12)
in Figure 3.3, and the t ∈ T for which m(nodeLabel(v, t)) = true becomes the label of v.
Similarly, due to cardinality constraints (3.11), m sets exactly one variable edgeLabel(e, l)
true for each edge e ∈ E, and again the label l that makes edgeLabel(e, l) true in m
becomes the label of e.
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Chapter 4
Orderly Generation of Graphs and
Their Cyclesets
In this chapter we develop an orderly algorithm for directly generating the graphs ad-
mitting cycleset decompositions. This algorithm also enumerates the distinct cycleset
decompositions of each graph it generates. Before developing our specialized algorithm
we give an overview of an off-the-shelf orderly generation program we utilize in this thesis.
Multigraph is a program that generates exhaustive lists of connected (multi)graphs
of a given size and degree sequence, and it has an option to generate only bipartite
graphs [76]. The program is thus suitable for generating base(g) (for g > 1), i.e., bipartite,
3-regular, connected graphs on 16(g − 1) nodes and 24(g − 1) edges. There are no
publications about Multigraph, but another graph generator called Minibaum [71, 102]
utilizes similar methods. The principal difference between Minibaum and Multigraph is
the fact that Minibaum can generate only simple graphs whereas Multigraph is able to
generate non-simple graphs as well. Both generators are based on orderly generation [22].
However, a large majority of graphs in base(g) does not belong to cycles(g). We
therefore develop an algorithm for the exhaustive generation of graphs in cycles(g) and
cyclesets(G) for each G ∈ cycles(g). We achieve this by generating configurations which
can be mapped to pairs (G,W ) where G ∈ cycles(g) and W ∈ cyclesets(G). The algorithm
is based on Read’s orderly generation method [22] and we develop optimizations specific
to our configurations. In orderly generation the explicit removal of duplicates in the
isomorph-free collection is avoided by generating configurations in a specific order and
outputting only canonical configurations greater than the previous one.
4.1 Towards an Orderly Algorithm
Central notions required to develop an orderly generation algorithm are a formal definition
of a configuration and their linear ordering, a notion of canonicity as well as a depth
parameter and a method of augmentation. The idea of the construction is to take N =
6(g − 1) bipartite directed cycles of length 8 and glue the directed edges together (into
undirected edges) while preserving the connectedness and bipartiteness of the induced
graph and ensuring that the resulting graph is 3-regular. We number the cycles with
elements c ∈ C = {0, . . . , N − 1}, and in each cycle, its directed edges with i ∈ I =
{0, . . . , 7}. Hence, each directed edge is identified by a pair (c, i) ∈ C × I. We set
the source node of each directed edge at even (odd) index black (white) to indicate
bipartiteness. In other words the source nodes of directed edges (c, 0), (c, 2), (c, 4) and
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(c, 6) are black and the source nodes of directed edges (c, 1), (c, 3), (c, 5) and (c, 7) are
white.
Formally a configuration X is a list of ordered pairs xi = 〈e1, e2〉 of edge identifiers
e1 = (c1, i1) and e2 = (c2, i2), representing the directed edges that have been glued to-
gether to form undirected edges. We take the depth parameter to be the length of a
configuration. There are 8N distinct edge identifiers since there are N 8-cycles, and
therefore the maximal length of a configuration is 4N . Denote by C(N) the set of con-
figurations of length at most 4N built from N 8-cycles. We define an ordering of C(N)
by lifting the natural lexicographic ordering of edge identifiers e = (c, i) to lists of pairs
of edge identifiers, i.e., configurations. Thus e1 = (c1, i1) ≤ e2 = (c2, i2) if c1 < c2
or c1 = c2 and i1 < i2. Now x = 〈e1, e2〉 ≤ x′ = 〈e′1, e′2〉 if e1 < e′1 or e1 = e′1 and
e2 < e
′
2. The ordering of configurations takes into account their varying length, i.e.,
X = (x0, . . . , xl) ≤ Y = (y0, . . . , yk) if (i) X = Y , (ii) l < k, or (iii) l = k and ∃i such
that xi < yi and xj = yj for all j < i.
Observe that configurations X ,Y ∈ C(N) may be syntactically different representa-
tions of the same graph-cycleset pair. Specifically, the names of cycles and their edges
bear no relevance to the induced graph-cycleset pair. We may thus permute the cycle
names arbitrarily and the indices of edges in steps of two (due to bipartiteness). Stated
group-theoretically, the symmetry group of C(N) is the direct product of the symmetric
group on N elements SN (corresponding to permuting the names of cycles) and the N -
wise product of the cyclic group of 4 elements (corresponding to permuting the indices).
Each group element pi = (pi′, o0, . . . , oN−1) ∈ SN × CN4 thus consists of a permutation of
cycle names pi′ ∈ SN as well a cyclic permutation oc ∈ C4 of indices {0, . . . , 7} (in steps of
two) of each cycle c ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}. In the following definition we state how elements
of SN × CN4 act on individual edges e = (c, i).
Definition 6 (Effect of SN×CN4 on edge identifiers). Let pi = (pi′, o0, . . . , oN−1) ∈ SN×CN4
and (c, i) be an edge identifier, i.e., c ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} and i ∈ {0, . . . , 7}. The effect of
group element pi = (pi′, o0, . . . , oN−1) on edge identifier (c, i) is defined as
pi(c, i) = (pi′(c), oc(i)).
Definition 6 states that the permutation pi′ ∈ SN of {0, . . . , N − 1} affects the cycle
name whereas the index is mapped by the cyclic permutation oc chosen from o0, . . . , oN−1
according to which cycle edge (c, i) belongs to. Now, supplied with the action of SN×CN4
on individual edge identifiers, we are ready to lift the action of SN × CN4 to the level of
pairs of edges and further to the level of configurations.
Definition 7 (Action of SN×CN4 on configurations). Let pi = (pi′, o0, . . . , oN−1) ∈ SN×CN4
and X = (x0, . . . xl) where xi = 〈e1i , e2i 〉 for all i ∈ {0, . . . , l}. Now the effect of pi =
(pi′, o0, . . . , oN−1) on configuration X is defined as
pi(X ) = sort(pi(x0), . . . pi(xl)),
where pi(xi) = sort(〈pi(e1i ), pi(e2i )〉) for all i ∈ {0, . . . , l}.
Intuitively, Definition 7 states that a permutation pi ∈ SN × CN4 acts on the pairs
of edges by mapping the individual edges while ensuring lexicographic ordering. The
configuration itself is then mapped by applying pi to the individual pairs of X which are
then arranged according to lexicographic order. Sorting the pairs and the list is vital
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Table 4.1: Permuting a configuration step by step in Example 8.
pair edges permuted pair sorted
〈(0, 0), (1, 1)〉 〈(1, 6), (0, 1)〉 〈(0, 1), (1, 6)〉
〈(0, 1), (1, 2)〉 〈(1, 7), (0, 2)〉 〈(0, 2), (1, 7)〉
〈(0, 2), (0, 7)〉 〈(1, 0), (1, 5)〉 〈(1, 0), (1, 5)〉
〈(1, 0), (1, 3)〉 〈(0, 0), (0, 3)〉 〈(0, 0), (0, 3)〉
for ensuring that the permuted configurations are, indeed, valid configurations according
to our definitions. Keeping the configurations lexicographically ordered helps us avoid
certain symmetries in the linear representation of configurations.
Now two configurations X and Y are equivalent if there exists a permutation pi ∈
SN ×CN4 such that X = pi(Y). Stated in group-theoretic terms, the equivalence classes of
configurations are exactly the orbits of SN ×CN4 acting, as stated in Definition 7, on the
set of configurations. We denote by [X ] the equivalence class of X ∈ C(N), i.e., [X ] =
{Y ∈ C(N) | Y and X are equivalent}. To obtain a unique, canonical, representative
of each equivalence class, we take the least configuration according to the lexicographic
order. In other words, the canonical representative of [X ] is the least Y ∈ [X ].
Example 8 (Equivalent configurations). Let us map configuration
X = (〈(0, 0), (1, 1)〉, 〈(0, 1), (1, 2)〉, 〈(0, 2), (0, 7)〉, 〈(1, 0), (1, 3)〉)
using permutation pi ∈ SN ×CN4 swapping cycles 0 and 1 with cyclic offsets o0 = −2 and
o1 = 0. Permutation pi thus maps edges (0, i) to (1, i−2 mod 8) and edges (1, j) to (0, j)
for all i, j ∈ {0, . . . , 7}. When applying pi to a pair 〈e, e′〉 the edges are first permuted
after which the pair must be sorted to make sure it is in lexicographic order. Table 4.1
lists the results of applying pi to each pair in X . The middle column (edges permuted)
shows the pair after applying pi to the edges but before sorting has been done.
Lastly we collect the permuted pairs, i.e., the entries in the rightmost column (pair
sorted), and order them lexicographically to get
Y = pi(X ) = (〈(0, 0), (0, 3)〉, 〈(0, 1), (1, 6)〉, 〈(0, 2), (1, 7)〉, 〈(1, 0), (1, 5)〉)
Now X and Y are equivalent configurations since Y is the result of applying pi to X .
Observe also that Y < X because 〈(0, 0), (0, 3)〉 < 〈(0, 0), (1, 1)〉.
4.2 Projecting Configurations into Graph-cycleset
Pairs
Before delving into the details of the orderly generation algorithm we first consider how
the underlying graph and orientations of its nodes can be extracted from a configuration.
Recall that each cycleset corresponds to an assignment of orientations to nodes of the
graph as shown in Theorem 6. We describe how to extract the orientations directly since
they are required by the labeling encoding described in Section 3.3.
Assume that X = (x0, . . . , xl−1) ∈ C(N) is a configuration of length l = 4N con-
structed from N = 6(g − 1) (for a fixed g > 1) directed bipartite 8-cycles. Each edge
identifier e = (c, i) refers to a directed edge, and thus each pair xi = 〈e, e′〉 corresponds
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Figure 4.1: Pair 〈e, e′〉 in a configuration implies that vsrce is identified with vtgte′ and vsrce′
with vtgte .
to an undirected edge formed by attaching directed edges e and e′ pointing in opposite
directions. We denote the source and target nodes of e by vsrce and v
tgt
e , respectively. The
source node vsrce of every e = (c, i) with even index i is colored black whereas the source
node of every odd-indexed edge is colored white. Now attaching edges e = (c, i) and
e′ = (c′, i′) also implies that the source node of e is identified with the target node of
e′ and vice versa, i.e., node vsrce is identified with v
tgt
e′ and v
src
e′ is identified with v
tgt
e , see
Figure 4.1.
We denote by Vconf the nodes of the 8-cycles, i.e., Vconf = {vsrce | e ∈ C× I}. Using the
procedure just described we partition Vconf by iterating through elements x0, . . . , xl−1 and
identifying the nodes as described. We enforce transitivity to actually obtain a partition,
i.e., having identified v with u and u with w we also identify v with w. We denote the
partitions part(Vconf) = {[v] | v ∈ Vconf} with [v] being the unique partition containing v.
Each equivalence class [v] now corresponds to a node of the underlying graph with the
size of [v] being equal to its degree (since each identified node contributes 2 halves of an
undirected edge).
The graph G = (V,E) underlying configuration X is constructed as follows. We set
V = part(Vconf) making each v ∈ V a set of identified nodes of the 8-cycles. Each pair
xi = 〈e, e′〉 of X corresponds to single undirected edge, and the incident nodes of this
undirected edge are found as the equivalence classes of the source nodes of e and e′ as
illustrated in Figure 4.2. To construct the multiset of edges E we therefore iterate through
X , and for each pair 〈e, e′〉 add edge {[vsrce ], [vsrce′ ]} to E.
What remains to be done is to determine the orientation of each v ∈ V . Denote the
incident undirected edges of v ∈ V by e∗i for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Denote each incoming half of
Figure 4.2: Finding the orientation of a node.
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Algorithm 1: Orderly generation algorithm orderly(X , l, N)
Input: configuration X , level l, number of 8-cycles N
Output: the list of maximal length canonical representatives of C(N) having X
as their prefix
G ← () /* empty list */
if l = 4N then
if canonical(X ) then G ← append(G,X )
else
A← augmentations(X )
while A 6= () do
a← pop(A) /* returns first element while removing from A */
X ′ ← append(X , a)
if canonical(X ′) then G ← append(G, orderly(X ′, l + 1, N))
return G
e∗i by ei and each outgoing half by e¯i as in Figure 2.13. We deduce that either e1 and e¯2
or e1 and e¯3 must originate from the same cycle since each directed edge is belongs to an
8-cycle. The above choice in fact determines the orientation of v. If e1 and e¯2 originate
from the same cycle, then so must pairs (e2, e¯3) and (e3, e¯1) in which case the orientation
of v given as a cyclic permutation is (e∗1, e
∗
2, e
∗
3). In the latter case it is deduced similarly
that v must have orientation (e∗1, e
∗
3, e
∗
2).
4.3 Structuring the Orderly Algorithm
Our orderly generation algorithm is outlined as Algorithm 1. The recursive algorithm
starts with an initial configuration X of length l and incrementally constructs a list
of canonical configurations of maximal length (4N) having X as their prefix. Hence,
starting from the empty configuration, we obtain the list of canonical configurations built
from N 8-cycles. The main parts of the algorithm are the augmenting and canonicity
checking steps. Augmenting adds a new pair 〈e1, e2〉 to the end of configuration X thereby
increasing its length by 1. Canonicity checking consists of determining whether a given
configuration is the canonical representative of its equivalence class, and is performed
greedily after each augmentation step since this efficiently prunes the search space.
For the algorithm to work correctly, it needs to output exactly one configuration from
each equivalence class of configurations, and this representative configuration should be
the canonical one. It is straight-forward to see that our algorithm satisfies the follow-
ing conditions, which are a slightly stronger variant of Read’s necessary and sufficient
conditions [22] for the correctness of orderly generation.
(i) Each canonical configuration of length q + 1 can be produced from exactly one
canonical configuration of level q.
(ii) If X and Y are configurations of length q and X < Y , the canonical configurations
produced by augmenting X must precede the ones produced by augmenting Y .
(iii) The augmenting operation produces the new configurations in order.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: (a) Glueing edges (0, 7) and (1, 2) is allowed, since one index is odd while the
other is even. (b) Glueing (0, 7) to (1, 1) is not allowed, since both indices are odd.
4.4 Augmenting Configurations
Let X = (x0, . . . xl−1) be a configuration of length l. The augmenting subroutine
produces a list of pairs 〈e1, e2〉 used in the main algorithm to extend X , denoted by
augmentations(X ). To ensure correctness the list augmentations(X ) should contain every
element p = 〈e1, e2〉 for which append(X , p) is canonical. Note that if augmentations(X )
contains elements yielding non-canonical configurations, correctness is still maintained,
but empirical performance may degrade. Also note that any canonical configuration not
having X as a prefix will be produced by augmenting some other suitable configuration
X ′.
We denote the free edges of X by EfreeX = (C × I)\ edges(X ), where edges(X ) consists
of all the edge identifiers appearing in the ordered pairs xi ∈ X . The list augmentations(X )
thus consists of pairs 〈e1, e2〉 where e1, e2 ∈ EfreeX . For each pair, we set e1 to the least
element in EfreeX , denoted by emin. For e2 we consider a subset E
′ of the remaining elements
EfreeX \ {emin}, i.e., augmentations(X ) = (〈e1, e2〉 | e1 = emin, e2 ∈ E ′) with the pairs listed
in order.
For E ′ ⊆ EfreeX \{emin} we observe the following. Denote e1 = (c1, i1), e2 = (c2, i2), and
let cmax be the largest cycle number appearing in X . To ensure bipartiteness we include
in E ′ only edges e2 such that i2 has different parity to i1, see Figure 4.3 for examples. If
edges(X ) = {0, . . . , cmax}× I, then all the edges currently in X have already been paired.
In this case augmenting with a new pair would yield a configuration with a disconnected
underlying graph, and hence if edges(X ) = {0, . . . , cmax} × I, we set E ′ = ∅. Finally,
E ′ is reduced by observing that we need to ensure that any partial configuration can be
augmented to a full configuration so that the underlying graph is 3-regular. Two types
of nodes can prevent this: (i) nodes with degree > 3 or (ii) nodes with degree 1 or 2 such
that their degree cannot be increased by augmenting. Hence we exclude from E ′ all edges
that would result in such nodes in the underlying graph, guaranteeing the 3-regularity of
the induced graph in a configuration of maximal length 4N .
We ensure eventual 3-regularity by determining which pairs 〈e1, e2〉 when added to X
would create a node of type (i) or (ii) as follows. Let V be the set of nodes of the directed
8-cycles, i.e., V = {vsrce |e ∈ C× I}. Let v ∈ V be the node between two subsequent edges
e, e′, i.e., e = (c, i), e′ = (c, inext) and v = vtgte = v
src
e′ . Node v is called blocked in X if both
e and e′ are present in X , i.e., e, e′ ∈ edges(X ), see Figure 4.4. Recall that the underlying
graph of X is constructed by considering which nodes v ∈ V are identified in the process
of attaching pairs of undirected edges to create directed edges. The nodes v ∈ V thus
form equivalence classes with each class corresponding to a single of the underlying graph.
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Figure 4.4: On the right node v is blocked since both e and e′ are paired with some
directed edges. On the left node v is not blocked.
The size of each equivalence class [v] ⊂ V then corresponds to the degree of node. We
call an equivalence class [v] blocked in X if every node v′ ∈ [v] is blocked in X . A blocked
[v] corresponds to a node of the underlying graph whose degree cannot be increased by
augmenting, whereas non-blocked [v] correspond to nodes whose degree may increase by
further augmentations.
For each e2 ∈ E ′ we construct the equivalence classes of nodes in V for X ′ =
append(X , 〈e1, e2〉) and check which equivalence classes [v] ⊂ V are blocked in X ′. We
then iterate through the equivalence classes [v] checking two properties corresponding
to (i) and (ii). If an equivalence class [v] of size > 3 is found we remove e2 from E
′ to
prevent nodes of type (i). On the other hand, if a blocked equivalence class [v] of size 1
or 2 exists, we reject e2 to prevent nodes of type (ii).
Observe that while these considerations are enough to guarantee that only augmenta-
tions yielding connected, bipartite, eventually 3-regular underlying graphs are produced,
E ′ can be reduced even further by excluding pairs that would necessarily yield a non-
canonical configuration.
Let cmax be the largest cycle number appearing in X . Any augmentation of X with
〈(c1, i1), (c2, i2)〉, where c2 > cmax+1 cannot be canonical, since a lexicographically smaller
one is obtained by swapping c2 and cmax + 1 (and such a symmetry exists in SN × CN4 ).
Hence, we may remove any edges belonging to cycles c > cmax + 1 from E
′ thereby
restricting E ′ to be a subset of {0, . . . , cmax + 1} × I. Also, since any edge identifier
(cmax + 1, i), where i > 1 may be mapped to either (cmax + 1, 0) or (cmax + 1, 1) using
a permutation that does not move edges in any other cycle, it suffices to consider only
indices 0 and 1 with cmax + 1.
Furthermore, edges in the same cycle are allowed to be glued together, and this will
produce a configuration corresponding to a graph with one or more double edges. Since
each cycle may have at most one self-attachment due to 3-regularity, if e1 = (c, i) is the
first element of the pairs in augmentations(X ) and cycle c already has a self-attachment,
we may remove all edges (c, j) from E ′.
Example 9. Let X = (〈(0, 0), (0, 3)〉, 〈(0, 1), (1, 0)〉). Now
edges(X ) = {(0, 0), (0, 1), (0, 3), (1, 0)}
and cmax = 1. The free edges of X are thus
EfreeX = ({0, 1, 2} × {0, . . . , 7}) \ {(0, 0), (0, 1), (0, 3), (1, 0)}
with the least free edge being minEfreeX = (0, 2). We therefore set e1 = (0, 2) and for the
second edge e2 we consider all (c, i) ∈ EfreeX for which i is odd (to ensure bipartiteness).
Since cycle 0 already has a self-attachment in X , i.e., pair 〈(0, 0), (0, 3)〉, we need not
consider any edges from cycle 0, and due to cycle 2 not being present in X it suffices to
consider only edge (2, 1) of cycle 2. So far we have trimmed the set E ′ ⊂ EfreeX \ {e1}
down to {(1, 1), (1, 3), (1, 5), (1, 7), (2, 1)}, but we must trim it even further to guarantee
eventual 3-regularity.
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Algorithm 2: Canonicity checking algorithm, canonical(X )
Input: configuration X
Output: Boolean indicating whether X is canonical
cmax ← largest cycle number in X
for c ∈ {0, . . . , cmax} do
for a ∈ {0, 2, 4, 6} do
pi ← {〈(c, i), (0, i+ a mod 8)〉 | i ∈ {0, . . . , 7}}
pi ← extend(pi,X ) /* extend pi to a full permutation */
Y ← pi(X ) /* compute Y */
if Y < X then return false
return true /* No equivalent configuration smaller than X was found
*/
Denote the source node of edge (c, i) by vci . Due to pair 〈(0, 0), (0, 3)〉 we must identify
v00 with v
0
4 and v
0
1 with v
0
3 and due to 〈(0, 1), (1, 0)〉 we must identify v01 with v11 and v02
with v10. The equivalence classes of nodes of X are thus {v00, v40, }, {v02, v10} and {v01, v03, v11}
with the rest being singletons. The only blocked node of X is v01 since both (0, 0) and
(0, 1) are in X . None of the equivalence classes of X are therefore blocked. Consider
adding 〈(0, 2), (2, 1)〉 to X . Due to the new pair we need to identify v02 with v22 and v03
with v21 yielding the equivalence classes (omitting singletons) {v00, v40, }, {v02, v10, v22} and
{v01, v03, v11, v21}. Since there is now an equivalence class of size 4 we must reject the choice
e2 = (2, 1).
Using similar reasoning we must in fact reject (1, 7), (1, 5) and (1, 3) leaving only
(1, 1). Hence augmentations(X ) = {〈(0, 2), (1, 1)〉}.
4.5 Checking Canonicity of Configurations
It is not known whether graph isomorphism in general is polynomial-time computable,
but in the restricted case of degree-bounded graphs the isomorphism problem is, in fact,
polynomial-time computable [103]. In our case, the graphs underlying configurations
are 3-regular, and hence it is not surprising that configurations can be canonized in
polynomial-time.
We outline our canonicity checking procedure in Algorithm 2. Given a configuration
X = (x0, . . . xq−1) of length q the algorithm iterates through X while constructing the
permutation minimizing the configuration. If this permutation produces a configuration
smaller than X , we conclude that X is not canonical. The algorithm goes through
permutations mapping each cycle to 0 with different offsets. Once it is fixed which cycle
maps to 0 and with which offset, there is only one way to extend the permutation in a
way that minimizes Y = pi(X ), and hence it suffices to iterate through every value for c
and a instead of trying every element of SN ×CN4 . Here, an essential observations is that
any configuration X produced by the augmentation in our algorithm is connected.
The extending of a partial permutation pi in extend(pi,X ) works as follows. Assume
that permutation pi maps cycle c to 0 with offset a. The pairs of X containing edges
from cycle c will become the prefix of the permuted configuration Y = pi(X ) since 0
is the least cycle. Let cindex(pi,X ) = {c} and cindex(pi,Y) = {0} be the sets of cy-
cle indices currently mapped by pi in X and Y , respectively. Since the configuration
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X is connected, there is at least one pair of edges 〈(c1, i1), (c2, i2)〉 in X such that
c1 ∈ cindex(pi,X ) and c2 6∈ cindex(pi,X ) or c1 6∈ cindex(pi,X ) and c2 ∈ cindex(pi,X ).
Out of these pairs we choose the one whose permuted element is the smallest. Let
us assume that this pair is 〈(c1, i1), (c2, i2)〉 and c1 ∈ cindex(pi,X ) (the other case where
c2 ∈ cindex(pi,X ) can be treated in a similar fashion). We extend pi to map c2 to c′, where
c′ = max(cindex(pi,Y)) + 1, in order to produce the smallest possible Y . The correspond-
ing offset is chosen such that it makes the index i′ in pi(c2, i2) = (c′, i′) as small as possible.
After updating cindex(pi,X ) = {c2}∪ cindex(pi,X ) and cindex(pi,Y) = {c′}∪ cindex(pi,Y),
the permutation pi can be extended in this way as long as X contains pairs in which one
of the cycle identifiers has already been permuted and the other has not. If at any point
X contains only pairs where both cycle indices are either permuted or not permuted, and
|cindex(pi,Y)| 6= cmax + 1, where cmax is the largest cycle number appearing in X , then
none of the cycles in the range of pi are attached to cycles outside its range. This would
mean that the graph corresponding to the configuration consists of at least two disjoint
components, which contradicts the fact the augmentation algorithm we use only produces
connected configurations.
Example 10. Let X be configuration
X = (〈(0, 0), (1, 1)〉, 〈(0, 1), (1, 2)〉, 〈(0, 2), (0, 7)〉, 〈(1, 0), (1, 3)〉)
Let us simulate body of the inner loop in Algorithm 2 with values c = 1 and a = 0.
Now cindex(pi,X ) = {1} and cindex(pi,Y) = {0} with pi mapping edge (1, i) to (0, i) for
all i ∈ {0, . . . , 7}. Since 0 6∈ cindex(pi,X ) the edges (0, i) are outside the domain of pi.
Configuration X becomes
(〈(0, 0), (0, 1)〉, 〈(0, 1), (0, 2)〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
pairs with only one edge mapped by pi
, 〈(0, 2), (0, 7)〉〈(0, 0), (0, 3)〉)
After applying pi on the edges with the underlined edges being outside the domain of pi.
Now to find out how to pi should map edges of cycle 0 we need to consider the pairs that
have one edge in the domain of pi and the other outside the domain, i.e., the first two
pairs. Out of these two pairs we choose the one whose edge belonging to the domain of pi
is the smallest, namely 〈(0, 0), (0, 1)〉.
Observe that the least cycle available is 1 since cindex(pi,Y) = {0} and mapping cycle
0 to any value > 1 would necessarily result in a larger configuration than mapping cycle
0 to 1. Compare, e.g., pairs 〈(0, 1), (1, 0)〉 and 〈(0, 1), (2, 0)〉. Additionally the best offset
o0 is 0 since any other offset would result in edge (0, 0) to be mapped to an edge greater
than (1, 0). We thus extend pi to map cycle 0 to 1 with offset 0.
Applying the updated pi on the edges of X we get
(〈(1, 0), (0, 1)〉, 〈(1, 1), (0, 2)〉, 〈(1, 2), (1, 7)〉, 〈(0, 0), (0, 3)〉)
which after sorting yields
Y = pi(X ) = (〈(0, 0), (0, 3)〉, 〈(0, 1), (1, 0)〉, 〈(0, 2), (2, 1)〉, 〈(1, 2), (1, 7)〉)
Now the algorithm would terminate returning false since Y < X , i.e., a permutation
yielding a smaller configuration was found.
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Figure 4.5: 8-cycles passing a double edge.
4.6 Optimizations
We have already noted some optimizations such as the ones regarding augmenting, which
reduce the number of augmentations of each configuration by ruling out ones that are
guaranteed to yield invalid or non-canonical configurations. Since using these optimiza-
tions guarantees that every augmentation of a valid configuration is bipartite and con-
nected we may dispose of checking these two properties in the validity checking procedure.
However, the validity checking procedure is still required to ensure extendability into a
configuration with underlying 3-regular graph.
In addition to these optimizations we discovered that configurations of maximum
length with a certain prefix can never be canonical. To elaborate, let N = 6(g − 1) for
an arbitrary natural number g > 1 and consider configurations built out of N bipartite,
directed 8-cycles. Now since each configuration consists of pairs of edge identifiers such
that each edge appears at most once, and there are 8N edge identifiers the maximum
length of a configuration must be 4N . In a configuration of length 4N each edge identifier
must then appear exactly once.
Theorem 9. Assume that X = (x0, . . . , x4N−1) is a configuration of length 4N and that
x0 = 〈(0, 0), (0, 5)〉. Then X is not canonical.
Proof. Since X is a configuration of maximum length we know that every edge identifier
from the N 8-cycles appears exactly once in X . This means that every directed edge
e has been paired up with some other directed edge e′ in X . Additionally since cycle
0 has a self-attachment, namely 〈(0, 0), (0, 5)〉, we know that it traverses a double edge.
This is because edges (0, 6) and (0, 7) cannot be attached to each other (see Figure 4.6)
meaning that they must be paired up with edges from cycles other than 0. However,
edges (0, 6) and (0, 7) can only be paired up with consecutive edges from the same cycle
as depicted in Figure 4.5 since any other arrangement would not meet the requirement
of 3-regularity. We therefore know that there exists an i ∈ {0, . . . , 7} such that pair
〈(c, i), (c, i + 3 mod 8)〉 is in X where c is the cycle whose edges are attached to (0, 6)
and (0, 7), see Figure 4.5.
Now to show that X is not the minimal representative of its equivalence class we con-
struct a permutation pi mapping X to Y = (y0, . . . , y4N−1) for which y0 = 〈(0, 0), (0, 3)〉.
Let pi ∈ SN ×CN4 be the permutation swapping cycles 0 and c while keeping other cycles
as they are, and let the offset of cycle c be oc = −i with all other offsets being zero, i.e.,
oj = 0 for all j ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} \ {c}. Combining this with the fact that 〈(c, i), (c, i+ 3
mod 8)〉 ∈ X we know that pi(〈(c, i), (c, i + 3 mod 8)〉) = 〈(0, 0), (0, 3)〉 ∈ Y . Since
〈(0, 0), (0, 3)〉 is the smallest possible pair it is clear that y0 = 〈(0, 0), (0, 3)〉. And now
Y < X because y0 < x0, and therefore X is not canonical.
Using Theorem 9 we may then state that there are only two pairs that a canonical
configuration of length 4N may have as its first element.
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Figure 4.6: Pair 〈(0, 6), (0, 7)〉 is cannot appear in any X since this would result in a
blocked node of degree 1. In fact no pair 〈(0, i), (0, i + 1 mod 8)〉 for i ∈ I is allowed in
any configuration.
Corollary 4. Let X = (x0, . . . , x4N−1) be a canonical configuration of length 4N . Now
x0 must be either 〈(0, 0), (0, 3)〉 or 〈(0, 0), (1, 1)〉.
Proof. Denote x0 = 〈(c, i), (c′, i′)〉. Clearly (c, i) must be the least edge identifier (0, 0)
since if it were any other the pair would not be the first in X . Now since i is even
we know that i′ must be odd, and the case c′ > 1 is impossible since we could apply
a permutation mapping c′ to 1 yielding a smaller configuration. We additionally know
that cases (c′, i′) ∈ {(0, 1), (0, 7)} are impossible since that would lead to an invalid
configuration due to creating a node of degree 1, see Figure 4.6. The case (c′, i′) = (0, 5)
is ruled out by Theorem 9. Cases (c′, i′) ∈ {(1, 3), (1, 5), (1, 7)}, on the other hand, would
contradict the canonicity of X since we could permute such that (c′, i′) maps to (1, 1).
Now the only remaining choices for (c′, i′) are 〈(0, 0), (0, 3)〉 and 〈(0, 0), (1, 1)〉.
The cases (c′, i′) ∈ {(1, 3), (1, 5), (1, 7)} of the previous corollary are ruled out by
the algorithm already when considering a configuration X = (〈(0, 0), (c′, i′)〉) of length
1. This is because the canonicity checking procedure will discover the permutation pi
mapping (c′, i′) to (1, 1) and X will be ruled out as non-canonical.
The case X = (〈(0, 0), (0, 5)〉), however, is not immediately ruled out as non-canonical.
This is because there exists no permutation mapping cycle 0 to itself such that pair
〈(0, 0), (0, 5)〉 is mapped to 〈(0, 0), (0, 3)〉. Any configuration starting with 〈(0, 0), (0, 5)〉
is eventually ruled out for not being canonical, but this requires knowledge of the other
cycle with self-attachment attached to cycle 0 as in the proof of Theorem 9. Therefore the
algorithm may dispose of such a configuration as non-canonical only after the respective
pair 〈(c, i), (c, i + 3 mod 8)〉 has been added to the configuration, and this may require
building up a configuration of considerable length. Due to Theorem 9, however, we may
simply skip configurations starting with 〈(0, 0), (0, 5)〉.
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Chapter 5
Experiments and Results
In this chapter we report on results obtained by employing different combinations of
orderly generation (recall Chapter 4) and the SAT encodings for enumerating cycleset
decompositions and labeling graph-cycleset pairs (recall Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respec-
tively). In particular, we confirm the results earlier reported in [56] for genus g = 2
using two semi-independent ways. Furthermore, we exhaustively treat the cases of g = 3
and g = 4, altogether ruling out 4 further groups out of the 23 Ti’s. We report on
the runtime distribution of employing the MiniSAT solver [94] through the PySAT in-
terface [95] for finding cyclesets and labelings. All experiments were run on comput-
ing nodes with Xeon E5-2680 v4 2.4-GHz processors and 256-GB RAM under Cen-
tOS 7. Our implementation, empirical data and witness graphs found are available via
https://bitbucket.org/coreo-group/periodic-apartments/.
In the following, we will refer by G+SAT2 to the approach consisting of
(i) generating base(g), i.e., all connected, bipartite, and 3-regular graphs with 16(g−1)
nodes and 24(g − 1) edges (for a given genus g) using off-the-shelf tool Multi-
graph [76];
(ii) using the SAT encoding of Section 3.2 to enumerate the cyclesets of the graphs in
(i); and
(iii) using the SAT encoding of Section 3.3 to determine the existence of a labeling for
the graph-cycleset pairs from (ii).
In contrast, we will refer by OG+labelSAT to the approach consisting of
(i’) generating the graph-cycleset pairs directly with the orderly approach of Chapter 4,
and
(ii’) Checking the existence of a labeling for each pair using the encoding of Section 3.3.
Table 5.1: Groups ruled out at genus g with those not ruled out at smaller value of g in
bold.
Approach Genus 2 Genus 3 Genus 4
G+SAT2 T1, T2, T7, T9, T18
OG+labelSAT T1, T2, T7, T9, T18 T1, T2, T6, T7, T9, T13, T16, T18 T1, T2, T7, T9, T15, T18
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5.1 Confirmation of Earlier Results for Genus 2
Kangaslampi and Vdovina exhaustively treated the genus 2 case [56]. Their approach
consisted of
(i) generating all connected, bipartite, 3-regular graphs with 16 nodes and 24 edges
while treating simple and non-simple graphs separately;
(ii) for each of these 773 graphs a depth-first search for determining the sets of 6 8-
cycles, and
(iii) specialized depth-first search over each of the graph-cycleset pairs to determine if
the pair admits a labeling.
As reported in [56], this approach does not scale beyond g = 2. Both our approaches
differ from the one used by Kangaslampi and Vdovina. The G+SAT2 approach differs
in terms of using SAT solvers for enumerating the possible cycleset decompositions (see
Section 3.2) and checking each graph-cycleset pair for a valid labeling (see Section 3.3).
The OG+labelSAT approach, on the other hand, generates directly a stricter set of
graphs; cycles(g) instead of base(g). OG+labelSAT also employs a SAT solver for checking
the existence of labelings. Both our approaches are thus independent of the one by
Kangaslampi and Vdovina. We, however, call our two approaches semi-independent since
they share the last part in which graph-cycleset pairs are checked for valid labelings.
Using both G+SAT2 and OG+labelSAT we exhaustively treated the case of genus
g = 2. The results obtained with these approaches were identical: both approaches
found genus 2 periodic apartments for groups T1, T2, T7, T9 and T18 (see Table 5.1).
These results agree perfectly with those reported in [56]. The genus 2 results have thus
been reproduced three times by methods which are at least semi-independent.
5.2 New Results beyond Genus 2
As already mentioned, Kangaslampi and Vdovina were unable to scale their approach
beyond genus 2. In contrast, our OG+labelSAT approach, using straightforward par-
allelization, allowed for an efficient exhaustive analysis of genera 3 and 4. As a result,
we are able to rule out four more groups: T6, T13, T15 and T16 (the groups in bold in
Table 5.1). We provide concrete witnesses for each Ti and g for which labels(Ti, g) is
nonempty. Each concrete witness is a graph in labels(Ti, g) proving the nonemptiness of
the set, and the membership of each such graph in labels(Ti, g) is fairly straightforward
to check. See Section 5.5 for a discussion regarding the correctness and reliability of the
results. Examples of concrete witnesses for the four new groups T6, T13, T15, and T16 are
provided in Appendix B. For an exhaustive listing of the witness graphs found, see the
website https://bitbucket.org/coreo-group/periodic-apartments/
For groups T6, T13 and T16 we discovered genus–3 graphs whereas for T15 we discovered
genus–4 graphs. Overall we may conclude that groups T1, T2, T6, T7, T9, T13, T15, T16 and
T18 are the only groups out of the 23 Ti’s that have a periodic apartment of genus ≤ 4.
Since the existence of a periodic apartment implies the existence of a surface subgroup (see
Theorem 1 and Corollary 1) these groups are thus ruled out as possible counterexamples
to Gromov subgroup conjecture.
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Table 5.2: Statistics for different steps of the approaches.
Approach Genus Orientable graphs Labelable graphs Pairs Hits
G+SAT2 2 12 4 274 152
OG+labelSAT 2 12 4 84 15
OG+labelSAT 3 1399 26 5 872 67
OG+labelSAT 4 – 127 6 125 906 491
5.3 Numerical Data
Table 5.2 gives more detailed statistics on the different steps on the approaches. The
columns Orientable graphs and Labelable graphs show the number of graphs ad-
mitting a cycleset and the number of graphs admitting a valid labeling with some group
Ti. The column Pairs, on the other hand, shows the number of graph-cycleset pairs for
each approach, and the Hits column shows the number of graph-cycleset pairs admit-
ting a labeling with some group Ti. The discrepancies for the genus 2 case in columns
Pairs and Hits results from the fact that our orderly generation algorithm used in the
OG+labelSAT approach achieved stronger symmetry breaking than the cycleset enumer-
ation via a SAT encoding in G+SAT2. Specifically, some cyclesets produced in G+SAT2
using the encoding of Section 3.2 are the same modulo an automorphism of the graph
in question. Note that the stronger symmetry breaking in OG+labelSAT results in a
noticeably smaller average number of cyclesets per graph. The numbers of graphs for
which cyclesets exists (column Orientable graphs) and which admit a valid labeling
(Labelable graphs), on the other hand, are the same for G+SAT2 and OG+labelSAT
(as should be).
Table 5.3 shows the number of distinct graph-cycleset pairs that admit a labeling
using each Ti for different genera. The groups missing from the table do not have any
labeling-admitting graph-cycleset pairs for genus ≤ 4. Observe that groups T1, T2, T7, T9
and T18 have graph-cycleset pairs for genus values g ∈ {2, 3, 4} with the number increasing
as genus g increases. Groups T6, T13 and T16, on the other hand, have labelable graph-
cycleset pairs only for genus 3 and their number is very low. Notice also that group T15
has a similarly low number of valid graph-cycleset pairs at genus 4.
Table 5.4 shows the sizes of labels(Ti, g), i.e., the numbers of non-isomorphic graphs
of genus g admitting a labeling with Ti. A first observation is that most of these numbers
are lower than the corresponding ones in Table 5.3 indicating that some graphs have
multiple cyclesets admitting a valid labeling for various Ti’s.
From this we can conclude using Corollary 1 that groups T1, T2, T7, T9, and T18 have
surface subgroups of genera 2, 3, and 4. Groups T6, T13, and T16, however, have surface
subgroups of genus 3, but no surface subgroups (arising from periodic apartments) of
genera 2 and 4. Similarly group T15 has a surface subgroup of genus 4 but no surface
subgroups of genera 2 or 3 arising from periodic apartments.
5.4 Performance
The SAT-based labeling phase of both approaches was quite efficient for genus 2, with
cumulative runtimes of 420 seconds for G+SAT2 and 143 seconds for OG+labelSAT.
The SAT-based cycleset generation phase of G+SAT2 over the 773 graphs generated
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Table 5.3: The numbers of graph-cycleset pairs admitting a labeling with each group Ti.
T1 T2 T6 T7 T9 T13 T15 T16 T18
genus 2 9 3 0 3 3 0 0 0 6
genus 3 16 5 4 6 5 1 0 9 36
genus 4 133 22 0 35 31 0 6 0 348
Table 5.4: The numbers of non-isomorphic graphs admitting a labeling with each group
Ti.
T1 T2 T6 T7 T9 T13 T15 T16 T18
genus 2 2 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 2
genus 3 6 3 2 3 2 1 0 7 10
genus 4 40 12 0 15 12 0 2 0 82
using Multigraph (phase (i)) took a total of 348 seconds, while the orderly generation
phase of OG+labelSAT took 3 seconds, which suggested that OG+labelSAT would scale
better of the two to larger genera. The better scaling of OG+labelSAT to higher genera
was supported by the numbers of graphs / graph-cycleset pairs generated at genus 3.
While Multigraph (phase (i) of G+SAT2) would generate 13 703 003 409 graphs
at genus 3, orderly generation at genus 3 resulted in 5872 graph-cycleset pairs, out of
which 67 admit a labeling; see Table 5.2. For genus 4 we generated 6 125 906 graph-
cycleset pairs, out of which 491 admit a labeling. At genus 3, orderly generation took
approximately 14 hours and the labeling phase less than 8 hours. Orderly generation of
genus 4 configurations took 883 500 hours, and checking them for labeling took 7 241
hours. Figure 5.1 shows the total runtime of the labeling phase per graph-cycleset pair
over the 23 Ti’s for genus 3 (left) and genus 4 (right). The number plotted in the graphs
is thus the sum of the runtimes of 23 SAT calls; one for each group Ti. The shape of the
curve suggests that large majority of the graph-cycleset pairs required little time for the
labeling phase and a small fraction required much longer. The median runtimes of the
labeling phase at genus 3 and 4 are approximately 2 and 3 seconds, respectively. It is
also worth stating that each individual SAT call took less than 2 seconds at genus 3 and
12 seconds at genus 4.
5.5 On Correctness
We may draw two rather different conclusions from the experiments and their results as
described previously:
(i) the existence of periodic apartments for certain groups Ti, and
(ii) the non-existence of periodic apartments for other Ti.
Firstly we claim that groups T1, T2, T6, T7, T9, T13, T16 and T18 have periodic
apartments of genus 3, and this claim is evidenced by graphs in labels(Ti, 3) for
i ∈ {1, 2, 6, 7, 9, 13, 16, 18}. Similarly we claim that groups T1, T2, T7, T9, T15 and
T18 have a periodic apartment of genus 4 witnessed by graphs in labels(T15, i) for
i ∈ {1, 2, 7, 9, 15, 18}. Examples of these graphs for T6, T13, T15 and T16 are shown
in Appendix B. Secondly, we claim that no group other than T1, T2, T6, T7, T9, T13, T16
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Figure 5.1: Runtime distribution of the labeling phase of OG+labelSAT for genus 3 (left)
and genus 4 (right). The total runtime of 23 SAT calls (one for each Ti) per graph-cycleset
pair is plotted.
or T18 have a periodic apartment of genus 3, and similarly that no group other than T1,
T2, T7, T9, T15 or T18 have a periodic apartment of genus 4.
The validity of the claims of type (i) hinges on the correctness of Theorem 1 and
whether it holds that labels(Ti, g) 6= ∅. Theorem 1 has been shown in [56], and the non-
emptiness of labels(Ti, g) is witnessed by concrete graphs, which can be manually checked
to be contained in labels(Ti, g). Therefore, after the concrete witnesses we have produced
have been validated, claims (i) do not depend on the correctness of our SAT encodings
(Sections 3.2 and 3.3) or the orderly generation algorithms (Chapter 4).
The claims of type (ii), however, depend critically on the correctness of the SAT
encoding of Section 3.3 as well as the orderly generation algorithm of Chapter 4. The
reason is that claims (ii), after applying Theorem 1, reduce to showing that labels(Ti, g) is
empty, and our approach essentially enumerates cycles(g) ⊇ labels(Ti, g) and then checks
whether each G ∈ cycles(g) is contained in labels(Ti, g). The main difference is thus that
claims (i) are existential claims (“There is a graph with properties ...”) which can be
validated by checking the concrete witnesses produced whereas (ii) are universal claims
(“Every graph fails to satisfy ...”).
Necessary and sufficient conditions for the correctness of orderly generation algorithms
are outlined by Read in [22]. Using these conditions it is possible to prove the correctness
of our orderly generation algorithm, but this does not suffice since the implementation
itself may contain bugs. The implementation and algorithm could of course be formally
verified, but we have refrained from doing so in this work.
When it comes to the SAT encoding we must consider whether the encoding works
as intended as well as the correctness of the SAT solver in use. Any correctness issues
with SAT solvers, however, can be remedied using existing techniques. One option would
be to use formally verified SAT solvers [104, 105, 106]. While formally verified solvers
guarantee the correctness of their output their performance tends to be lower than the
best-available solvers. Another option would be to use a proof producing SAT solver,
i.e., one that produces either a model or a resolution refution of the input formula [107,
108, 109, 110, 111]. The resolution refutation of an unsatisfiable formula can then be
checked independently of the used solver. The relatively low overhead of proof logging
and verification allows it to be employed even for large proofs such as the proof of Boolean
Pythagorean triples [2].
On another note, the heuristic reliability of some results can also be enhanced by repro-
duction of the same results via independent means. We have, for example, produced the
results for genus 2 using two semi-independent methods (G+SAT2 and OG+labelSAT),
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and these results agree perfectly with the ones produced by Kangaslampi and Vdov-
ina [56]. While this may make the results easier to trust it is no formal proof.
All in all we consider the positive results, i.e., the discovered periodic apartments,
to be highly reliable, especially the genus–2 results which have been reproduced several
times. The negative results, i.e., the claims of the non-existence of periodic apartments for
certain Ti, should be trusted under the assumption that our SAT encodings and orderly
generation algorithm are correct and correctly implemented.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
We presented a computational study of the applicability of combinations of SAT solv-
ing and orderly generation to a problem arising from geometric group theory, dealing
in particular with determining whether one of 23 specific groups earlier put forth by
Kangaslampi and Vdovina [56] would serve as a counterexample to the famous subgroup
conjecture of Gromov. While earlier computational treatment of this problem setting
was restricted to genus 2 [56], we showed that a combination of SAT solving and orderly
generation allows for significantly scaling up (by several orders of magnitude) to genera
3 and 4. As a result, we provided an independent confirmation of the earlier results
for genus 2 [56], and ruled out four more groups out of the 23 as counterexamples to
Gromov’s subgroup conjecture by exhaustively treating genera 3 and 4.
While we utilized orderly generation to produce cycles(g) and SAT solvers to check
which of the generated inputs belong to labels(Ti, g), other approaches could have been
taken as well. We considered using SAT solvers to generate the cycleset-admitting graphs
cycles(g) or the periodic apartments labels(Ti, g) directly. The problem with these ap-
proaches seemed to be the existence of numerous symmetries making it difficult to for-
mulate a performant encoding. Utilizing efficient symmetry-breaking we could use SAT
solvers to directly generate the graphs in labels(Ti, g) and this is indeed a possible avenue
of further research.
Another possibility would be to modify our orderly generation algorithm to generate
labels(Ti, g) directly. This would require us to develop an efficient canonicity checking
algorithm and would probably require several problem-specific optimizations like our
generator for cycles(g).
The problem of finding periodic apartments seems to be connected to edge-matching
puzzles [112, 113, 114] as well and investigating this connection is another possible line of
further research. Efficient computational methods used to solve edge-matching puzzles
could be helpful in finding periodic apartments since the problem boils down to matching a
specific number of triangles whose edges are labeled. In our case, however, the tesselation
of these triangles is not in the 2-dimensional plane.
The cycle double cover conjecture [115], which is a long-standing open problem in
graph theory, is also connected to the problem of periodic apartments considered in this
work. The conjecture states that “each bridgeless graph contains 2-cover consisting entire
of cycles”. The computational tools used in this work, e.g., the encoding introduced in
Section 3.2, could be modified to study the cycle double cover conjecture empirically.
Computational methods have been used in studying this conjecture [116] but no coun-
terexamples have been found.
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Yet another possibility opened up by the results of our experiments is that of manual
inspection of the found graphs, cyclesets, and labelings to try and derive some insight
into the problem of finding periodic apartments. Many of the witness graphs found seem
symmetric even by visual examination, see the graph in Figure B.2 for example.
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Appendix A
Group Representations
In this appendix we list for the readers’ convenience the representations of the 23 groups
constructed by Kangaslampi and Vdovina in [57], studied by the aforementioned authors
in [56] as well as the present authors in this work. These groups are the only torsion-free
groups acting simply transitively on the nodes of hyperbolic triangular buildings with the
smallest generalized guadrangle as the link. The representations of the groups consist of
generators x1, . . . , x15 as well as the relations xixjxk = 1 listed below the name of each
group as triplets (xi, xj, xk).
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6
(x1, x10, x1) (x1, x10, x1) (x1, x10, x1) (x1, x10, x1) (x1, x10, x1) (x1, x10, x1)
(x15, x2, x1) (x15, x2, x1) (x15, x2, x1) (x15, x2, x1) (x15, x2, x1) (x15, x2, x1)
(x11, x9, x2) (x11, x9, x2) (x11, x3, x2) (x11, x3, x2) (x11, x4, x2) (x11, x4, x2)
(x14, x3, x2) (x14, x3, x2) (x14, x5, x2) (x14, x5, x2) (x14, x3, x2) (x14, x5, x2)
(x7, x4, x3) (x7, x4, x3) (x7, x4, x3) (x7, x4, x3) (x8, x6, x3) (x4, x7, x3)
(x15, x13, x3) (x15, x13, x3) (x15, x8, x3) (x15, x8, x3) (x14, x8, x3) (x7, x6, x3)
(x8, x6, x4) (x8, x6, x4) (x8, x9, x4) (x8, x9, x4) (x7, x5, x4) (x12, x12, x3)
(x12, x11, x4) (x12, x11, x4) (x12, x12, x4) (x12, x13, x4) (x15, x13, x4) (x15, x9, x4)
(x5, x8, x5) (x5, x8, x5) (x9, x6, x5) (x9, x6, x5) (x6, x9, x5) (x8, x8, x5)
(x10, x12, x5) (x10, x12, x5) (x13, x13, x5) (x13, x12, x5) (x14, x12, x5) (x14, x13, x5)
(x6, x14, x6) (x7, x14, x6) (x8, x11, x6) (x8, x11, x6) (x11, x12, x6) (x9, x14, x6)
(x7, x12, x7) (x12, x7, x6) (x10, x13, x6) (x10, x12, x6) (x7, x11, x7) (x11, x9, x6)
(x13, x9, x8) (x13, x9, x8) (x9, x14, x7) (x9, x14, x7) (x15, x9, x8) (x15, x13, x7)
(x14, x15, x9) (x14, x15, x9) (x10, x12, x7) (x10, x13, x7) (x10, x13, x9) (x10, x12, x8)
(x13, x11, x10) (x13, x11, x10) (x15, x14, x11) (x15, x14, x11) (x12, x13, x10) (x13, x11, x10)
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T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12
(x1, x10, x1) (x1, x10, x1) (x1, x10, x1) (x1, x10, x1) (x1, x10, x1) (x1, x10, x1)
(x15, x2, x1) (x15, x2, x1) (x15, x2, x1) (x15, x2, x1) (x15, x2, x1) (x15, x2, x1)
(x11, x5, x2) (x11, x4, x2) (x11, x4, x2) (x11, x8, x2) (x11, x6, x2) (x11, x3, x2)
(x14, x4, x2) (x14, x7, x2) (x14, x6, x2) (x14, x5, x2) (x14, x4, x2) (x14, x9, x2)
(x4, x7, x3) (x5, x12, x3) (x5, x9, x3) (x3, x11, x3) (x5, x7, x3) (x9, x14, x3)
(x7, x6, x3) (x8, x5, x3) (x8, x7, x3) (x9, x7, x3) (x8, x12, x3) (x13, x7, x3)
(x12, x12, x3) (x10, x13, x3) (x10, x13, x3) (x5, x9, x4) (x10, x13, x3) (x4, x12, x4)
(x15, x13, x4) (x7, x9, x4) (x8, x5, x4) (x7, x6, x4) (x9, x9, x4) (x7, x6, x4)
(x8, x8, x5) (x15, x14, x4) (x14, x14, x4) (x11, x12, x4) (x13, x8, x4) (x5, x8, x5)
(x14, x9, x5) (x8, x6, x5) (x10, x12, x5) (x13, x13, x5) (x5, x11, x5) (x10, x13, x5)
(x9, x11, x6) (x7, x13, x6) (x7, x12, x6) (x9, x12, x6) (x8, x7, x6) (x9, x8, x6)
(x11, x13, x6) (x11, x9, x6) (x15, x9, x6) (x10, x13, x6) (x14, x14, x6) (x10, x12, x6)
(x15, x9, x7) (x13, x15, x8) (x8, x11, x7) (x15, x8, x7) (x15, x15, x7) (x15, x15, x7)
(x10, x12, x8) (x14, x12, x9) (x15, x13, x9) (x15, x14, x8) (x10, x12, x9) (x13, x11, x8)
(x13, x14, x10) (x12, x11, x10) (x12, x13, x11) (x12, x14, x10) (x13, x12, x11) (x12, x14, x11)
T13 T14 T15 T16 T17 T18
(x1, x15, x1) (x1, x15, x1) (x1, x15, x1) (x1, x15, x1) (x1, x15, x1) (x1, x15, x1)
(x10, x2, x1) (x10, x2, x1) (x10, x2, x1) (x10, x2, x1) (x10, x2, x1) (x10, x2, x1)
(x11, x3, x2) (x11, x3, x2) (x11, x5, x2) (x11, x5, x2) (x11, x4, x2) (x11, x4, x2)
(x14, x4, x2) (x14, x5, x2) (x14, x4, x2) (x14, x3, x2) (x14, x6, x2) (x14, x3, x2)
(x7, x5, x3) (x7, x4, x3) (x3, x6, x3) (x8, x4, x3) (x3, x12, x3) (x9, x5, x3)
(x15, x12, x3) (x15, x12, x3) (x15, x12, x3) (x14, x9, x3) (x8, x5, x3) (x13, x7, x3)
(x8, x13, x4) (x8, x6, x4) (x7, x8, x4) (x6, x6, x4) (x8, x13, x4) (x8, x6, x4)
(x14, x9, x4) (x12, x9, x4) (x15, x13, x4) (x15, x13, x4) (x14, x14, x4) (x14, x8, x4)
(x9, x6, x5) (x8, x13, x5) (x8, x7, x5) (x7, x7, x5) (x9, x7, x5) (x6, x12, x5)
(x11, x8, x5) (x14, x8, x5) (x14, x9, x5) (x15, x12, x5) (x11, x9, x5) (x15, x13, x5)
(x7, x8, x6) (x7, x9, x6) (x9, x11, x6) (x14, x11, x6) (x7, x8, x6) (x7, x9, x6)
(x11, x12, x6) (x12, x11, x6) (x11, x13, x6) (x11, x13, x7) (x15, x12, x6) (x11, x10, x7)
(x10, x13, x7) (x10, x13, x7) (x10, x9, x7) (x9, x12, x8) (x10, x13, x7) (x14, x12, x8)
(x14, x10, x9) (x14, x10, x9) (x12, x12, x8) (x10, x9, x8) (x11, x10, x9) (x13, x11, x9)
(x15, x13, x12) (x15, x13, x11) (x13, x14, x10) (x13, x12, x10) (x15, x13, x12) (x15, x12, x10)
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T19 T20 T21 T22 T23
(x1, x15, x1) (x1, x10, x1) (x5, x2, x1) (x4, x2, x1) (x4, x2, x1)
(x10, x2, x1) (x15, x6, x1) (x6, x4, x1) (x7, x3, x1) (x6, x5, x1)
(x11, x6, x2) (x3, x7, x2) (x13, x3, x1) (x12, x5, x1) (x14, x3, x1)
(x14, x9, x2) (x8, x9, x2) (x10, x7, x2) (x10, x13, x2) (x10, x7, x2)
(x4, x11, x3) (x12, x8, x2) (x15, x12, x2) (x15, x10, x2) (x15, x11, x2)
(x7, x4, x3) (x5, x4, x3) (x11, x14, x3) (x11, x6, x3) (x11, x8, x3)
(x12, x5, x3) (x11, x14, x3) (x14, x8, x3) (x14, x8, x3) (x14, x12, x3)
(x9, x14, x4) (x6, x11, x4) (x12, x15, x4) (x7, x15, x4) (x9, x13, x4)
(x8, x13, x5) (x15, x13, x4) (x13, x11, x4) (x15, x9, x4) (x13, x10, x4)
(x12, x8, x5) (x9, x15, x5) (x9, x10, x5) (x12, x11, x5) (x12, x15, x5)
(x9, x8, x6) (x10, x12, x5) (x13, x9, x5) (x13, x14, x5) (x13, x9, x5)
(x13, x7, x6) (x14, x11, x6) (x9, x8, x6) (x8, x9, x6) (x8, x9, x6)
(x14, x10, x7) (x8, x13, x7) (x10, x11, x6) (x12, x7, x6) (x10, x12, x6)
(x15, x12, x10) (x14, x9, x7) (x8, x15, x7) (x11, x13, x8) (x7, x15, x7)
(x15, x13, x11) (x13, x12, x10) (x14, x12, x7) (x14, x10, x9) (x11, x14, x8)
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Appendix B
Witnesses
In Figures B.1, B.2, and B.3 we show example graphs from labels(T6, 3), labels(T13, 3), and
labels(T16, 3), respectively. In Figure B.4 we present an example of a graph in labels(T15, 4).
The arrows around the nodes of the graphs denote the orientations arising from the
cycleset allowing the graph to be labeled. Bipartiteness is indicated using colors black
and white, and the xi’s denote the labels of edges. The triplet of each node can be
deduced from the labels of its incident edges.
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Figure B.1: Graph G32668 labeled using T6.
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Figure B.2: Graph G32056 labeled using T13.
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Figure B.3: Graph G32211 labeled using T16.
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Figure B.4: Graph G41988473 labeled using T15.
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